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IN PREPAC 3
U.e

The research effort represented by tais z:pozt was fandsed

under ONR grant No. NOOO1L83WR30236, dated 28 December 1982.

"The Statement cf Work which specified the task to be accom-

plished read as follows:

M arket euvironments relevant to tha sol source vsrsus

I dual source decision for the pro~urement of m jor

weapon systems will be identified. Che pricing behav-

ior of contractors operating in :esse vnvi-r nm ntsII
will be analyzed, and its potential impict on program

cost will be studied. Suitable dita from NAVAIR's

contract file will be used, if appropriate, for e.mpir-

Sical verification. The objective i5 to darivv an op-

timal acquisition strategy for the various market ;ýn-

vironments.

L1
Hopefully, the reader will judge the SOd to have bceen _ ati.s-

fied. In our own opinion it his been axceeded, due largily

to the diligent assistance ind efforts 3f an assemblage of

knowledgeabl- and interested people. 4o study of this mag-

nitude is undertaken without help, but the 4uality of the

cooperation we received was exceptional. Anon'; those making

special contributions were Dan Nussbaum and Wayne Wesson, of

th; Naval Air Systems Command. 4ike aeltramo and Dave Jor-

dan, of SAI, also served their advisory rolss ibove and b=-
yond the call of duty. we are particularly indebted to LT

David Britt, NPS graduate, who spent countlass hours qathi.:-
ing and analyzing lata. Finally, James Smith, Dir-ctor of

"the Navy Accounting and Pinance Cinter's Planainj Diviiicn,

diserve.s special r-cognition for "bringi.r it all together""

and "making it happen." The authors alo•÷, o0 coIrs÷, ac-

zept full risponsibility for wha:-ver shzr-ccning. and

:ors the wcrk may contain.

Octohb: 27, 1983 ?, .facl
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BIZCUTIVE SUSBAR!

With growing austerity pressures from tha AdiuinIstration,

Congress, and the general public, DoD decision makers are

under a mandate to use scarce resources wise2.y. It is a
widely held belief that competition can produce grsat sav-

ings in acquisition costs. However, much car~eful analysis

of the financial implications of competition shows that sav-

ings cannot be expected frcm 9yery competitiveý procurement.

Regariless of vhether a procurement is for a spars part,,

clothes, electronic components, or an idvancsd major weapon

system, it is generally true that if the followiag two con-

ditions are met, price competition is a possibility:

1 . Adequate product description--Th-3 product is

describable in a rigorous but not ovsrly re-

derstand and ccmply with the Government's re-

* quirements.

2. Availability of suppliers--The GaVS.rnment has

access to at least two indepenignt suppliers
with the technical competence, riqu`;site facl-41
ities and willingneiss to satisfy the. :ýZUire-a

L: Men ts.

The reprocuremetit 3f major wsapon systems, how-ver-, may or
may not be a good settingq in which to im~-.competition-

The decisicn requires in-depta analysis on Aa individual

Cass basis. Unfortunatily, floD has no exai:t method for do-

ciding when to introduce coopetitiou, or evan whethec coaps-
tition should be introduced.

Thq most viable saluticn 4- to identlity -:ai mijor price

determinants that would capturit the assens-a ol. pr cnq beha-

voir fý: a group of major weapon system suppli_ý::S. rho ob-

jectives of this study ari thorefora:

October 27,, 1983 ý2x&cut_.V-4 Summa--y
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1. To identify the iivariable(s) .hat

must bo considered in evaluating -h.a dual-

sourcing strategy.

2. To estimate a reasonable ringe 3f values for

major relevant variable(s) t3 f 4ailitate esti-
mation by practicing analysts.

I -- -~ l ~ ] , I

In this study we have found that the most significant

question to ask is,
Hoi do conditions of industry capa_--• utilization
aftect the competitive rnv3.ronment- .,Ir :1--?a"M .
which itself is an essential element in sole-
source versus dual-source dec sion?

§!11 _A ;ah Ind Qo!r nization

The study approach used in this project is mirrorpd in itz

organization. We begin with a thorough search of th- rele-

vant literature. Empirical works invastigating po:tn-.ial
savings from introducing competition as well as thsoritical

literature dealing with price competition are revigwid.
DoD contractor profitability is very much a rsli-:d .s-

sue. Some feel defense business profits a=- too low. Oth-

ers allege difense contractors aarn "excessive" profits. We
address the contradiction between these viewpoints.

Next we turn to the heart of the question--th= dual

sourcing of a selected group of major weapon systems. V -
combinz. the results with contractor and indlis-ry a:-a which

were extracted both from prior studies ind from v:rious oth-
er sources for analysis. Based on this analysis, many of

the important variants of the sole source varsus dual sourc•

question are addressed.
Finally, under the premise that actual piyoff tc thz Gov-

ernment is available only through applica:-ion, we Zxplcr•

the financial consequences of making the dual sourci::qJ deci-

slon with thq method 44 develop.

October 27, 19e3 Exacutive Summary
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In Chapter 2 we rtview the findings )f the importint pazt

studies of the effects of competition an DOD acqui3itionz.

?ist empirical works on the costs and benefits of introduc-

ing competition may be grouped broadly into two catagories:
those axamining the effects of competition on a spocif .c
program, and those examining a selectel a of programs.

Findings frcm both groups have shown both positive ind neg-

ative rssults whin weapon systems which wera previously pro-

cured on a sole-soarce basis are dual svurcad.
Empirical studies in recent years have docum.entad cas-s

where increases in production rate have been associat-d with

increases, decreases, and no change in the unit production
cost of weapon systems. The theoretical foundation of a
production rate impact on cost is closely related to - he

theory of economies of scale. However, to address th-e isr:x1e
of the impact of production rate on p rlam cost, one must
make a subtls distinction between the eKtent to which a fi:m
is utilizing its overall production capacity and the rate at

which the units procured under a particular program ar•

ing produced.
To introduce a second source for a major weapon syzs-m,

additional investment over and above what would be neces--a-y
for a sole-source award is required. Th-se include the cost
of transferring a complex production technology, and of the

additional costs which must be incurred to set up arn manage
a competitivs production environment. It is difficult and
expensive to get a good technical data package (TDP) for tha
second contractor, and even more difficult to persuade ths

first producer to pass alcng to a competitor the bsn,;fitz of

his manufacturing axp.rience.
When a second source is to be introlucsl during th= pro-

duction phase, another impcrtant question is; "What will the
first unit price be for the second source?" It is cr-lmor
for the second scurce to have i lower first unit price -han
the initial source did. Although the impact of th=i many

relevant factors on the second source's f -rst unit price

October 27, 19103 F.xecutiv, Summary
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cannot be measured directly, surrogate measures have bean
attempted by several analysts.

The ability to estimate the the effects of competition on
price :eduction rates is essential in deteraining the amount

of potential savings in recurring unit cost. It is general-

ly expected that the unit price of prolucts will drop under

competitive pressure. The size of the expected savings may

be a function cf three factors:

1. a one-time, probably ismeditte, r'educti-n in

unit ?rice when competition begins--the so-
called "shift,"

2. a continuous, or sustained caduction in price

because of a steeper price-reduction curve

("rotation"), and

3. a cbange in unit production zosts because of
the reduced production rate.

There are many stuiies that have addressed the issues of es-
timating the shift and rotation of pri-ce-reduction curvaes
when competition is introduced, but the results have bein•
far from conclusive. Attempts to identify explanatory fac-
tors havq. gen•araly fl-illad.

The decision to introduce a second sou:cs for a major
weapon system requires a prospective evaluation of the fi-

nancial consequences, but it also requires evaluation -f a

wide variety of other factors which, by nature,, do not eýai-

ly lend themselves to quantified analysis. The rich lit4r.-
tore or. coopetiticn covers a spect:um )f factors and var-.-
ables to be consid-ared by the decision saker.

C ea-ly, the pri.ce the Governuent must pay to acquire gools

fror a contracto: sorves two functioas. U4e of these is -o

reimbu:se the cortracto= fcr the costs lt aust incur t op-

ply th- goods. The othec is the n•ration of profit. '.it

past studies havq failed tc make t:.s i.stlactioa and avi

3ctoahe -7, 1983 xecut Ve Su~o :y
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therefore failed to capture the volatility of the price the

Government must pay under lifferent market Conditio)s.

In chapter 3 we examine dats covering 20 years, and study

how the profitability of DoD contracts has been influenced.

W,-, ask how profitable contractors are in thsir DOD versus

comnercial business segments, and whether tb-= risk levels
ftced are equivalent.

Our conclusion is that Program Managers (PM's) have been
able to take advantage of the bargaining power they hold to

buy goods at substantislly lower profit aargins whan capaci-

ty utilization is low. The returns earned by contr-actors on

DoD business are measurably lover than the returns on com-

mercial business during periods of low capacity utilization.
Also, the volatility of returns is higher for DoD busi-

ness which means the risks are viewed by managnment as being

somewhat higher. In short, there appears to be reason for

concern, given managemnt's outlook on the risk/rturn rela-

tionship for DoD business.

"Bule of thumb" quantifications of the savings :-sulting

from competition have been disappointingly unreliabla. The

research which has been done on the known histori.s suggasts
that dual sourcing of major weapon systems has risulted in

added life cycle costs as cft•n as it has produced sivings

'ost recent attempts to sharpen our cost estimation aoil-

itias have focused on adding a production' ra--te t-.rm -o the

conventional learning curve moiel. Uovavar, :h. xagnitude
(and even th3 direction) of tha affect on total p:rqrim cost

of altering production rates is not always for s-bi--par-

ticularly under dual sourcing. So its iaclusioa :%." h, mod-
el, whilp often helpful. scmetiaes leads the aalyst istray.

In Chapter 4 we larn that the effe:t of com?-'t-ion-"n
tha cost of acquiring major we-ipon systems unte; .ia1 zourc-

irq car. more :eliably be eatst etd ay substitut~n in i:dus-

try capacity atilization conuept for tha p.::uc.- :.i ate

concept. Simply said, cczpet.t ior. producas ;z:•et, savings

Octo4eN 17, 1983 ec'•t.v• Summary
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when firms are "hungry;" when the industry is very active,

dual sourcing is of little banefit as a rost reducer.
As a demo tration, coridk, Table 0.1. The program sav-

ings (l',ssv, eui•c vere taken Zrn- :l's report (Beltramo and

Jordan, 1982). The capar.!y utilizations were averages of

the anaual figures for tha aerospac- Undustry for the years

during which dual-source procurement was in effect for each

program.

TABLE 0.1
I Simple Deaonstrati •n

Ann ua I
Percent Savings Average Capacity

Procurement or (Loss) Due Utilization During
Program to Competition Dual Source Phase

TOW 26.0 63.5_Rcckeye Bcob 25.5 70.9
BullPUP AG"-12B 18.7 76.2
Shil e ai h, issile 1: 870
SHarrow AI-7? 81.6
M -46 Torpedo 30.9 91,6
Sidevinder &IM-9D/G 171.3) 82.3

By examining Table 0.1, the r-ader can confirm that SAI

determined that only three of the seven programs generat.3d

sufficient savings frto competition to mors than offset :he

investments required to obtain them. (In calcula-.ing these

savings, Beltramo and Jordan followed tha recc menrded procl-

dure of applying & 10% discount rate ta the 4stizat•d cost

savinqs, and diducting the cost to the buyer ot estioliishiag

competition.) In each of the thrýe 1msaviags" casis, indus-

try c-.')acity utilization averaged less than 80% duK'."q the

dual source pbase of the procureaent. Each tine a lass r:-

sulted ftrom, competition, ca pacity utilizatian vas :unninq

above 80%.
Our interpretation is that ;rea-:9r siviaqs lo ppar: to

hsave risulted frcm competition when capicity utilizieion Was

.elatively low. indeed, isplszqatim4in of lua s~urcin4

October 27, 1983 Excut-.-' su$ma:y
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when capacity utilization was higher than about 80'1 SaIMS to

have been,, in retrospect, unwvise.

Based on the analysis contained in Chapter 4~, v.* conclude

thit knowledge of the state of capacity uti-iza-ion in the

aerospace industry is an important coap~nent of tha correct

management of acquisition programs whan comp-mtition is in

ef fect. However, wA_ f ind that more raslearch is neadqd to

enable us confidently to implement such concepts.

in this final chapter we discuss th-3 possibility of im-

planentation. of specific interest will be oDur ability to

make ex .42t use of the 1180% rule" as a practical, 2oney-

saving procurement tool. We fael it would b-i nicessary to

mak~e improvements in ouir ability to forecast aercspace ca-

pacity utilization before it could actuaj2.y b.e usad as a ds-

cision variable.

Some with whom we have discussed tha rasults of ur work

have pointed out that the model could be improvedI by using

th-3 capacity utilization measures for pirticualr f,.rais rath-

er than tor the industry. W-a tOta-lly 19=ea, and would like

to explore this isprovement. our miodil. ho ivc~r, may be

viewed and used as a "scopiny" device ta ;exaziaq the most

likely outcome unler given market condit~ans. This impor-

tant consideration has to date been ignred9L.

The -.isults of tha study point the way fo: .1!3volopment

&and implementation of supearior scquisit4ion at:~~-s Thq-

st.-iatgias which should ftllow will be ippl4-i.e -o various

market anviroaments.

0 tote: 2 7 , 1983 Summary
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Chapter 1

INlTRODUCTION

There are two reasons why the cost eastimat ing methods us'ed

in defense acquisition are appropriate subjects for an in-

depth, financial ianagement improvement anal.ysis. First,

although the total proportion of -the def ense budget which

goes for major weapon systems acquisit-Jon is smallir than

the part devoted to perscnnel and othaer operating ;xpandi-

tares,, the funding f~r the tatterisoewa auo tc

while the funding for the former must. unicrgo closeýr scruti-

N ny by both DoD and Congress during 1-he annual budgeting pro-
cess. in the early stages of the development of a new sys-

tam, the cost depends on so many variables that the

estimating prccess necessarily requires assumptions about

X ~future gover'-menta]. decisions as well a3 on the market anvi-

ronment in~ whi-:h the procurements will take place. Substan-

tiating t-hi budget request irequires "what if" drills to gen-

arate reliable cost figures.

second, with growing austerity pressureas from the Admin-

istration, Congress, and the general public, DoD daecision

*makers are under a mandate to usme scer:ýe r-asourceas wisztly.

It is a widely-held belisf that competition can producs

great savings in acquisiticn costs. Eiowaver, zaviags cannot

be expýcted trom. every cowpet 4 tive procurcament. A careful

analysis ofC th~e financial imiplications of compat-4:ion undz-r

dff ereýnt market e~nvironment-s is therefora qssential to the

ef ficient and effective utilization of pub!lic resourcts.

1.1 ~FDfOR COdPETITION

Th~ i de-seated and historic beifthat the best

iP.o d -z for Government procureme:nt Is solicit ati&on of prics

offers from a maximum numiber of gualifized sourcies. In d*~

there ar many advantagas to the Gavernmeýn: of c m etit-ion

if it is applied properly. Various _impz1:a-:4ves for Competi-4

tion in defense procurements will be discussed below.

Octobe~r 27, 1983 cptr1
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""1.1. 1 Comptitio__n ". ,tives

Since 1809, statutes, regulations and executive orders have

consistently affirmed the position thilt government procure-

ment must be made on a competitive basis to the greatest

possible extent. In 1969, the Subcommittee on Prioritis

and Economy in Government of the Joint Economic Committee

called for vastly expanded use of competition for procuring

all Defense Department material. This position was reaf-

firmed by the current Administration in thb Carlucci Initia-

tives (1981].

We are convinced that we have now a historic and
unique opportunity to significantl Improve3 the
Defense acq uisition system. We ask to: your coop-
eration anq assistance in carrying out these dec:-
si-on s.

-1. 1.1.1 Pinancial Benefits

In 1965, Secretary of Defense R. S. McNamara reported to ths

Joint Economic Committee that the General Accounting Office

had evidence of dollar savings on the order of 25A or more

when competition was introduced for reprocurement of an item

wkich had a sole-source producament history. since then,

this 25% saving figure has been quoted repeatedly. While

A there are questions about the generalizability of the state-

sent, the fact remains that, in a competi-.iva market snvi-

ronment, the price paid by the buyer t-nis to move in the

direction of the minimum costs of production.

1.1.1.2 lobilization Base

In the interest of industrial mobilization, the DoD may in-

0 roduce competition to strengthen the deafens,. industrial

base. The Defense Acquisition Regulations pzovide gensral

authority to develop and implement plas aad programs to

provide an industrial mobilization base which can memt pro-

ducticn requirements for essential militazy supplies and

services, and specifically accommodates the division of pro-
4.,, iuction :eq, irements between two or mort contractors to pro-

vid-i for such a base.

October 27, 1983 Chapt.r 1
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1. 1. 1 Improved Technical Performance

Improved equipment performance frequently zesults from com-

patition. A fresh look at the hardware by competent engi-

nsers of the competing firms often results in technical im-

provements and better problem solviag techniquis.

*• °1.1. 1.4 Social and Political Consiaerations

Although cost reduction, mobilization base and improved per-

formance are important reasons for introducing competition,

47" it may also be desirable for a wide variety of other purpos-

as. At the legislative level, competing suppliers have been

awarded contracts for the sake of fairness, evenhandednsss,

employment, or other political and social considerations.

1.2 R jU I RS 1 OE £gNPTITION

In spite of the overwhelating opinion favoring price competi-

-tion, and formal commitment to its use, the DoD has histor-

ically employed this methcd for only about a third of its

total procurement dollars. This is because the defense mar-

kat is different from a traditional competitive mark-at.

Competition in traditional markets arisss when buyers and
sellers are numerous and individually so unimportant in the

market that their separate actions have no meaningful impact

on market price. While some items in fact are procured by

DoD in such a market, many important aspects of the DID mar-

kat for other items are different. DoD is often the only

buyer, and consequently exerts complete zontrol over market

size, the timing of demand and, indeed, whither there will

be3 a market. Products usually io not alr.ady exist but, in-

N' stead, are created at the behest of DoD.

Regardless of whethsr the procurement is for a spare

part, clothes, electronic components, or in advance.d major

weapon system, it is generally true tnat if the following

two conditions are set, price competition in the DoD market

is financially de.sirable:

4-
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1. Adequate product descri ption--The product is I

describable in a rigorous but not overly re-

strictive manner so potential suppliers can un-

derstand and comply with -he Government's re-

quirement s.

2. Availa bil ity of suppliers--The Govarnment has

access t-o at least two indapandant suppliers

with the technical competence, reiquisite facil- I

ities and willingness -to satisfy th-z rsquire-

ment S.

Using these twc requirements to evaluate the pot-intial for

competition, one can easily concludeý, as ;onfirmed by recent

studies, that small value items with large quantity require-

mants,, and products that are identical to or close deriva-

tives of commercial products, are the best candidates for

price campeion-d t-a major weapon systems R&D and

initial production may not be good candidates.

It may or may not be prudent to raprocure major weapon

systems through competition. The decision re9quirss in-de-pth

analysis on an individual case basis dua to the uniqueness

of each system.

1.3 CgARETITION IN PBQCUREHENT OF MAJOR WEPNSYTM

"4.0rocurement of major weapon systems poses a uniqu4 problem.

Since "the Government iS the only buyer, it dic-tateas the size

of the market and the timing of de-mand. Compoualing these9

uncertainties to the supplie:.r is the heivy -i a Y's tm -.net -ie:?dedi

to become a supplier. In this kind af 4nvironaeat , thq

* availability of suppliars may be linked to the williangrqss

of the Government to absorb it least part of the risk, which

,-uld mean that the government must incr investmearlt costýs

..a develop a supplicer or to iatrorluos a compit-ftor.

*Doi) his no axplicitp basis for deciding whizz t-) in!:oduci
co ispetit ion, or even whethq: compaetito scldb i-

ducid. I n fact , in asessment by Arcal'ibllz, t -a. of thi

0ctote: 27, 1S83 Ihp-
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4current state of -",- art seems to be regrettably trueý (1981:

p. 52]
Current uudersta~iinq of the compatitive r~pro-
curement process is meagar. it would for ixam-
ple be an understatemepit to say thit tthe det:rern-
nanL s of post-cospetition price differences have

74 not yet been identified. We are unable to discov-
elarelativelyt complete list of even the p~an

Ital determinants

compounding the issue is the need t:) increase th-2 4ndus-

trial mobilization base for advanced aia-'r weapon systems.

Thea need for a mobilization base oft-an calls for a d ua1
sourcing strat~egy in which the government procures th:? need-
sd quantity frca both sources. However, no one had speci--

fied how much additional cost is justified in order -:o

achieve this objectivs.

1.3.1 ~gcjno JLjmjtl

Although dual sourcing does generate zompatitiva prassureýs
among firms, it does not confer the full benefits of purea

price competition because of the division of the procurement

quantity among a small number (as a practical matter, two)
r~f suppliers, and the lack of competitiona at the "guar:ante-?d

buy,' level. Coupled with the fact that a substantial amount

of initial investment by both the government and the seacond

source is often needed to establish d~ial source competition,

tha net financial !advantage of dual sourcing is linited, and

far from precisely predictable.

a multitude of relatively recent studias und~mrta~kqn ro

quantify the Gxtsnt of savings from dual sourcing havL' un-

fortuzdtely produced inconclusive results. A largea numbe)r

of variables, including the Government's own policy dic:-

sions, may contr:ibute to the di6f ferencia ia the p:ice to be

paid for the product.

1.3.2 IggrhLMt

A mathematical requireme9nt for an~y arttept to !4vnlip a
forecasting model is to have -i larg4 number of obsarvttio.,s

so that a trend c&n be detectedI. For ill prictica.1 purpos-

9s, this fact psas Agenuinie 41 3;ini& the potena:-al for:

4October 27, 19)83 ho~ A
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drawing useful conclusions from major weapon systems re-

search, as several recent studies have found.

If the value of dual-source competition cannot be meas-

ured with a reasonable degree of confidence, then defense of

budgetary estimates and development of a financially sound

acquisition stretegy is exceedingly difficult. Given the
small available data base, the most viable solution is to

identify the major price determinants that would Captura the

essense of pricing behavoir for a group of major weapon sys-

tea suppliers. The relevant forces should be identifiable--
-and the basic methodology and procedures can be standard-

ized.

1.14 A NEE FO OV.41f RIL
If the development of an exact forecasting formula is not

"feasible, the determination of the net financial advantage

or disadvantage of dual sourcing depends on specific assump-

tions about the macket environment, the contractor's busi-

ness strategy and pricing behavior, the Government's poli-

cies and decisions, and a host of other factors. In this

case, the credibility of the pro jpctad financial iata hinges

on the reasonableness of the assumptions made. Therefore,

the Nwhat if" drill can be a valuable tool in estimating the
financial effects of dual sourcing. :onsider thres advan-

tages.

First, decision makers are reminded of the contingent na-

ture of the numbers. Discrepencies between the estimates
and actual numbers would be 2asier to reconcile if the orig-

inal assumptions were examined. The niad for such in exer-

cise is hinted at by &DR Seymour in his comnenta-ry on the
need to improve costing credibility on Capitol Hill ( 1982:

28, 32].

We always budgpt somethi.pv lass. &nd 1'; not sure
that cessage 21ways sticks we taki it to Con-
grass.

Second, as discussed earlier, dual source co:-ie-ition may

be introduced !or a wide variety of reasons oth-r than fi-

nancial. At the legislative lival, compating supp1i-:s have

October 27, 1S83 :hapter 1
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been awarded contracts on grounds of fairness, evin-handed-
ness, empicysent, and so on. At the military department

level, mobilization base and improvement in technical per-
.T formance are often citad as major reasons fýr dual sourcing.

In our view, policy issues such as fairness, employment and
mobilization base do not easily render themselves to quanti-
fied analysis. However, a financial cost-benefit analysis

of the dual sourcing decision, bas. on a_ known sit of noli-

c_ assumiotions can be a valuable tool. If the rasult shows

dual sourcing is uneconomical, the magnitude of the disecon-

omy can still serve as a useful input in setting Policy.

Third, conveying the assumptions made by the ý-ove-rnment
to the suppliers could minimize much of the guesswork and

uncertainties faced by both parties. Such an exercise

should enhance, rather than detract from, the reliability of
the cost estimates.

As discussed earlier, there are literally hundreds of fac-
tors that may influence the price paid for goods under dual

sourcing. our objectives must therefor. be limitei.
The objectives 3f this study are:

1. To develop - standardized methodology to esti-

mate the financial consequencas of dual source
competition.

"2. To identify siai5•nt variables that must be

considered in evaluating dual-sourcing strat-

3. To estimate a reasonable range -)f val.es for
major relevant variables to facilitate estiia-I I.9 tion by practicing analysts. I

T.n order to accomplish the objectives listed abovi, ve will
focus on the major questions faciag th? inal'yst wh-':n ths
sacond sourcing decision is contemplat.t.

O=tober 27, 1983 Chapter 1
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1.5.1 s~ _ ! ieag_ Questions
The following questions will serve as a touchstoni in the

selection of important variables to be considered in our

analysis.

1 How d0 conditions of industry :cpacity utiliza-

tion affect the competitive environment in the

market, which itself is an essential elament inI -. sole-source versus dual-sourca decision?

2. To what eztent does "gaming" i:tivi:y erode the

potential benefits of dual sourcing?

3. How effective is the audit ind renigotiation

process in stimulating the economic advantags

of competition?

4. Could DoD's efforts to raducs product acqusi-

tion costs be so effective is to make the DoD

market s3 unattractive as to effectively 91imi-

nate poti-ntial suppliers?

n5. Would a reducticn in the prices sevwrly weaken

tt• ftcazcial strength of potential supp-iars?
St ) amn d (5) lead to higher costs in the

event of a surge in requireaants due to a pro-

I longed emergency?

I"7. Is the aiditional administrative c.:st & dual

sourcing large enough to require juantification

-- n. nd inclusion in thq analysis?

8. Ar% the nonrecurring invastn.nt costs :-uir4d

to introduce a seco.id sou.ca so sigvtfican s

. to offset potential savings from 0:ici :reduc-

.I,, ions?

,•1.5.2 g !-ons

"In thi Study, we vill as.umi that A'.il sourclnqg -i-

plated when the sipecifications hawi bean *div•loped aid t

sole-source supplier is in or wi.l sooh begin the pro)!ucvon

phase. Thi- would •icluda icj,4isibion `ona ivzv-,:

October 27, 1983 Ch: r IS* •
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1. Parallel developmentz under r3seirch and &±vel-
opment programs whaer- twc co.ntractors are usu-

ally concurrently funded for proptotyp-, hard-
ware development leading to a "fly-off".

2. Obtaining an item from a new source subsequent

to a default termination.
3. Component breakout, invclvivn the decision as

I:to whethr coiponents should b- purchased by
I <•.:'the Government directly and furnishad to an end

Iitam contractor as Government Furaishad tateri-
al (GFE) or purchased by the :ont:actor (CFE).

4. The splitting of an award unlae invitation fo-

bids proceduras resulting from special social
considerations such as Small 3usine_:s or Labor

I'Surplus hrea set-asides.

1.6 STD APVOIj~f MRqj ANKAj
The study approach used in this projezt is m-rr3:-1 in th

organization of the hanibook. Therg ar9 four :emair~ing

chaptars. A brief description of each follows.

This study began with a thorough search of thi :eltvi.t lit-
AA:• irature. Empirical vorks invast!•at:.ag potr;ntiil saving

: 'ro3 introducing competition is w-'ll <s :o:e-c~i 's-

'ture 4,.inJg with price competitio- wara rz v-aw;.. This
phase was essential to the idantiz:icaton Of quixt:ins and

the majo: viriabl- the d~cizion nakir mus: considA:r. 3any
of phe sajot, variables considere4 i 4! this study wr- pr4v4-
ously identified ia thi ospirical vi:ks riviavaed hi. -

-ver, a roview of the lite atu:a in co- iczou, tin; in •ca-
aamics he'-pod.t iie seveaic. fact3rs .:wt ti -1
a"flressed in prior stud43

Oz tobe I ~. - 198i3 I
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1.6.2 kjolitabili,.

DoD contractor profitability is very mach a reli:-d issue.

Some feel defense business profits are too low. so low, in

fact, as to run a risk that the defense business may be con-

varted into a "market of last resort." Others all-ge de-

Sfense contractors ea:n "excessive" pzofits. The. contra-

diction between these viewpoints is addressed in this

section, whare we study factors that influence the profit-

2. ability of DoD contractors. This analysis leads to ques-

tions which were not -addressed in prior st:dii.s.

1.6.3 RLeerm"at ! Price

Several recent studies have -xacinad thi costs o: benefits

of dual sourcing a selectad group of majo: wsapon systems.

We combined tbese results with contractor and industry data,

which were axtractd from prior studies and from various

' other sources, for fui'ther analysis. Bia.d on this analy-

* sis, many of the important variants of tha sole source ver-

sus dual source ques".on war- addr-ssed. The mithodology

needed to evaluate the financial consequence of dual sourc-

aig is davelo~ed.

Under th.. pramise that any actual payoff to the Government

of now knowledge is availabla only tbrougii its usz, we ex-

plore the financial consequenc-s of 3akin4 :aa dual. so-ircing
decision using a method that incorporitai the mijo- vari-
doles id4ntified in Chapter u. The method p•:i.s charges
in parameter values mo allow the dacisin akar *h•e flxi-

bility oi evaluating financial corsaquenc•= under t.•,lffeent

s Sots of assumptions" or the so-called *what it" dz: .

Octobir 27. 1563 Zit_
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Chapter 2

LI•TBATORE BRVIEV

In this chapter we review the findings 3f the important past

studies of the effects of competition :n DoD acquisitions.

Both empirical works investigating p-'cantial savings from
introducing compotition as well as thsoretical litarature

dealing with price competition are reviewed.

Past empirical works on the costs and benefits of intro-

ducing competiticn may be grouped broaily into vwo catego-

ries: those examining the affects of zompetition on a gps-
cif~IS program, and those examining a salected sam__21 of
programs. Findings from both groups have been far from con-

alusive. Even after adjusting for differences in aeasure-

aent methods, both positive and negati7a savings have beezn

found for competitively procured weapon systems which wer.
previously procured on a sole-source basis. What caa be ze -

tablished from thase empirical works is that savings are

noggeblg frcm introducing competition, •:t losses ara possi-

ble too. Unfortunately, the outcome 6oes not appear always

to be predictatle. Exactly what conditioas leaý to savings
versus lo0sss is nat known.

To resolve this uncertainty has been tha major objective

oi no loss than iv comprehensive studies conduc!ed by th-

Army and the Institute for Dafense analysis ([.S. Army,

1972; Zusman, et al., 1974; Lovett and Norton, 1978; Bran-

non, et al., 1979; Daly, et al., 1979]. rhase havi ill been

attempts to identify a relationship bstw~en the p•.ect -d
sivings !rem compoet.tion and pointial explanatory va"-

ables. Hcwewfr, tha results from thase Su4iee aho, t•t
thia magnituda and 1,raction of tb* 4pz:tid savings hi. hiin

so variable that wo simple repre i of the 4ff4cts of
i;%toduO'.3g coapetition is lIkily to hilp reduce It alcea-

ta.nty taced by a Ic isi.o -a ur

Octoba: 27. 1983
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While the total number of programs examined in the five

above-mentioned studieýs exceeds: forty, it should be point~d

ou t that most of the data sele3cted were not of particular

value in predicting the expect;ed savings from second sourc-

ing major weapon systems. one reason is that most of ths

competitions wer-3 in the form of w inner- take-all, or buy-

outs. Very few cases of split-buy -.3mpatition were ob-

served. Another is that the investment cost for introducing

competition was often assumed to b.3 calativzely insign i.fiJ-

cant, if not negligible, since most observgd cases wer--

mass-produced, low unit-value items. For maijor we-apon sys-

tens,, the gross savings from introducing competition must be

sufficient to justify the §ignificant zosts and risks asso-

ciated with competitive procurement.

Due to the constraint of a limited data basea and the comn-

pl:ýxity of the issue, attempts to construct a simple, deter-

ainistic gnlantitative model for evaluation of the? second-

sourcing issue have to date been fruitlass. tdoreovar, past

studies have tendel to rely upon sticl empirica]l methcd-

ology. That is, eac~h iralysis ignorsi factors such as th

supplier~s different -jýricing straetgies under diff,-rant mar-

kst c.onditions, and placad complete reliance or, empirically-

based constructs (such as learning curves) is the conceptual

Ioundation for analyzing the d-scision.

our approach to th-i issue will be to bagin wi:-h the c-

nomic theory of 'ha f irm in miad. T.~iis concesptual1 fournda-

tion will enabli us to ideatify the majo: questions and

V-4:iables to be conside~ed by a deacision mkr

flow-sver , a riviev of t~he existinq wo)rk vill enibl=e us to

tranrslati the thso&ratical quastions and vizia!I.6-s _ýato ope?:-

ational teras, aoýd to identify what has in.1 hds not hbeen id-

dzrissei. With this "iecempositiont appr:iach, we can evalu-

atz Prior works to see whathrany dz i ý4h his been shid aa

thz vaziables tm be considered. Thz. jvz::i!_4nq -oncern -1

t * ýseýek any information that woul.l =rIucý -:heucrti~

surrond~.-ng the.ifuns ~ec variabl-.e

Uctober 27, 1983 ChaD-.i: Z
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Our discussion of the state-of-the-art will be organized

by section, according to the following major topics:

'I. Production Rates
2. Second-Source Start-Up Cost
3. Second-Source First-Piece Pri.CoI I
4. Effects of Competition on Laarning Rates and

Prices

5. Other ConsiderationsI .,I
6. Research Methodology I

7. Additional Issues Raised

2. 1 PRODCTION RITES

=Aquisition experience in the DOD has shown that production

rates for new military weapon systems are subject :o fre-

quent adjustment. Congressional pressure or world crisis,

"among many other factors, may be sufficient to alter previ-

ously planned production rates. Yet the impact on procure-

aent costs of these rate changes is not generally under-

stood. Empirical studies in recent years have documented

cases where incrqases in production rat-- have been associat-

_ed with incra.ases, decreases, and no chiage in the unit pro-

duction cost of weapon systems [ Smith, 1976].

2.1.1 P &9gction Rate and Cost

The theoretical foundation of a produztiin rate impact on

c nt lq closely related to the theory of economies of scale.

Ho wever, to address the issue of the impact of production

rite on program cost, one must make a subtla distinction bz-
-- •.,tw cen,

1. th-, extent to which a firm Ls itilizing its

ov•rall production capacity, ••l

2. tha rate at which tha units oDcrC.;J un-zr a

SI particulir program are being prolucel.

Octobe: 27, 1983 Chipte: 2
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The former relates, at least in theory, to production fac-

tors which serve the firm's total output and may, in aggre-

gate, be fixed. The latter depends on ths supply of one or

more production factors that relate to the specific pro-

gram--and are usually variable. These two phenomena are re-

A lated in that they often act in concert.

To illustrate the effects of production ra-.e on produc-

tion cost, let us assume that there are three plants capabl-

of producing the same item, say a missile. Further assume

each plant wcul.-? roduce nothinq b._ this particular mis-

sile. In Figurez 2.1, a cost curve i3 shown for each plant

as AUCI (Average Uait Cost 1), AUC2, aal AUC3 respactively.

UnitI

,1 n i
•:i[;cost

.AUC AUCI

"I II A U C I7 I

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180
I I

I Figure 2.1: Average Unit Costs at Diff-arnt Outputs I

The lowest-cost production rates for the individual plants

are assumed to be 50, 100, and 150 per period respective.ly.

Plant 2 is the most efficient plant if output quantity is

not a major decision factor, because it shows the lowest

possible average unit cost. But if only (4 units ir:e to b.,
;',', rro ucs Plant 3 -- .

produced Plant 1 more efficient. At 150 units Plant 3 is

the more efficient. It should also ba noted that 40 mis-

siles is not the most efficient rate of output for Plant 1.
It could produce at a 50-missile :at? at .a Iowa-: verage to-

tal cost per unit than it could a: 40 units.

October 27, 1S83 Chapter 2
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A question which may be facing the acquisition manager

is, "At what production level should the contractor's plant

be facilitized?" If Plant 2 is selected as a sole source

contractor, it should be facilitized to produca 100 missiles

per period (at the most efficient level). Any annual buy

quan'tity greater or smaller than 100 missiles will drive up

the average unit cost, other things being equal.
Now assume that the scle source contractor was facili-

tized to produce 100 missiles per year, but that the annual

buy turned out to be smaller than expected, say 80 missiles.

If a second source is introduced, for whatever riason, and
facilitized at, say 50 missils per year, then the second

source has a built-in advantage over tha original source in

a split-buy competition due to the impact of production rate

on prcducticn cost.

2.1.2 Productioan tRate Faor in Prior Studies

Those who have addressed the impact of production rates on
program cost generally agree that the production rate is a

significant variable which must be included in the model

when the impact of learning is to be estimated.

2.1.3 Production Rate and Dual Sourciag

Some analysts maintain that since dual sourcing divides the
'*.procurement quantity between t1o sources, it forces suppli-

-e.Ls to forgo the economies of large scale production. As a

-result, unit costs necessarily rise. inher-?nt in this ob-

sarvation is an assumption that the sola-sourca contractor's

* cipacity is currently underutilized and thatz any further re-

ducticn in production quantity (as a resuli of second sourc-

- ing) will drive the unit cost up along the curve--away from

the optimal production quantity. This issumption may or may
not be true, the reason wilJ. become clear as we discuss the

-results of prior empirical works later in this sec7-ion.

A major point to be raised here regarzing -:he production

rate impact on unit cost is the shapa of ths production

rate/cost curve. Most empirical works do r-cognize that a

Octobir 27, 1M83 Chapter 2
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U-shaped curve exists, but the models actually _ued by the

analysts to capture the impacts of production rates on cost

have usually nct conformed to a U-shaped formulation. Bemis

and Fargher [not dated. See also Womer, 1979; Bemis, 1980;

Cox and Gansler, 1981.], for example, use the following mod-

el in empirical curve fitting:

bI Y =AX
where: Y = unit cost of product

- A a constant
j; 1X r pod uct.•.on rateiannual buy in the axample)

b = exponent describing the slope
of-the rate/cost curve

The equation represents an ever-decreasing unit cost when

the production rate increases. The value found for b in

Bemis and Fargher's study was -019, waich corresponds to a

slope of approximately 87.7% for the rata/cost curve. Fig-

ure 2.2 depicts a curve represented by such a model.

.. Unit
cost

1 ,

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180

Figure 2.2: Ever-Decreasing Rata/Cast Curie

"However, an ever-decreasing ratp/cost curve may be a rea-

sonable representation of reality if a firm has a great leal

of idla capacity. But is this a. r.as:aable assumption for

October 27, 1983 Chaptir 2
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the general case? Carrick's (1982] interviews with five

Army contractors provide some clues. He noted that some

original developer/contractors and su)contractors have in-

v.sted in facilitigs to support production rates far in ex-

c.ss of the actual utilization of those facilitii-s. The

Governmant sometimes is responsible for the the existence of

excess capacit7 because of program cutbacks or stre:tch-outs.

A program stretch-out incrsases overhead allocations which,

in turn, may cause price adjustments.

Two recent analyses (TASC) (See, particularly K:atz, et

al., not dated.] have in fact madE the important advance of

using U-shaped curves. Hcwevar, their examples showed only

Sa curve that was • ~_n trical, in shape, is seen in Figure

2.3.

:- - Unit
cost

- I
*?rod.

"+ - ----- - --.......... +- ....- -....... R-ate
SI 1 -Ro 2Ro-1 I

I Figure 2.3: Symmetrical U-Shaped Rate/Cost Curvy

Th4 major reason for issuming i symmetrical curv- was con-

venience, since a single production rate par-meter can be

added to the conventional learning curve 3odal -o reflec-t

the impact of both learniny and rat'i on Pr-ca. The follow-

ing equaticn expresses their U-shaped co'del 2m hem-.tcally:

V1,

October 27, 1983 hnt•.2
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rb c-- lZ= Al Y

where: Z = unit price of the Ith item produced

A = first unit price

I = cumulative production 4iuanrizy

b = coefficient of the learning factor

Y =Rate AR) -1. R. I(pia ae u

"c = exponent describing the slbpe of th:.
rate/cost curve.-

Using this equation, Kratz, et al., reported the pric- reac-

tions attributable to a change in production rate. Of th?

11 programs analyzed, nine have a parameter value of less

4- than 100% and two prcgrams (Bulipup AGM-125 and TOW) have

values slightly above 100%. The paramst.r values vary wide-

. ly, ranging frcm a low of 75.4% to a high of 100.7%, with a

mean of 90.3%. Simil~r wide variations in these values we-ri

reported by Smith C 1976].

2.1.3.1 U-z knessds

As 1 .t caze with ever-decreasing te:rs, there ar. major

atriciencies associato-d with 3ssuming i -symmetrical shape

for the rate/cost zurve. First, the optimal production rat-e

"must be accurately determined, otherwise errors may occur .n

both the magnitude and dirsction cf cost changes. Second,
Schanges in cost when the aroduction rate is belaw the most

-ff'.cisnt level may well be different from those which occur

when the plant operat.s above Its mosA .fcient poin. The

"foraer typically ire the rosult of a~artiza.ion of =ix-d

costs over an increazed number of product1ioa units, while

thQ latter are usually the result 3f iddiag costs to

*stretch" capacity.

2.1.3.2 Actual Rate Iffects

va concur with the ?ASC andlysts cb99rvatin tnat, in rel-

"."-. ha, "he vefv.ct 3i production r3te on unit cos- may '-a<t

s, veZral :orms, 1ependiag or thi ci i f` tn -n d iid

October 27, 1983 Zhap-,-3
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..ul produ'tion line. We feel compelLad to add, however,

that no analysis to 0ate has considered the affec-s of ca-

pacity utilization, which constitutes aa important over-

siqht, or has traced the cost/utilization curve for any

firm. The cptial production rate and th: shape of the

curve will in fact vary from one contractor to another and,

for the same contractor, from period to period. A model

that allows the shape and slope to vary from case to case

would be preferable.

2.1.14 Production Rate Measurement

How should we measure the production "3ta for cost .stima-

tion purposes? The ideal approach would be to observe the

contractor's actual production schedule. Womrn-:'s study

"(1979] is based on an attempt (not really successful) to ob-
tain the needd data. Virtually all othir stdides dealing

with the production rate use lot size to produce in approxi-

mation of the production rate. Given the lack of detailA-d

production rate data, the use of lot size Ioes seim to be ý

r.asonable choice for researchers. Practicing analysts ma,

be able to do better. The implication for the program man-

ager is that the government should rejuire contractors to

explain as part of their proposals the nechanisms f3r acco-

modating production rate changes. This point will be dis-

cussed in greater detail in another chapter.

2.2 SECOD-S0UCE START-OP COST

To introduce a second source for a majco weapon system, ad-

ditional investment over and above what would bz necessary

"for a sole-source award is required. An ixperie.ncisd pro-

"gram manager is aware of the many problass that may arise in
transferring a complex production tachnol-)gy, and of the ad-

diticnal costs whizh must be in.urred to sat up ara manaqe a

competitive production environment. It is lfficult and ex-

"pensive to get a guod technical data pizkage (TDP) for the

second contractor, and ',vqn more -ifficult to persuad- the

first produce: to pass aIcng to a comp-xt-o.- ch- bzn•::ts of

October 27, 1983 Chapter 2
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his manufacturing axpariance. A review of prior empirical

works, however, reveals that a surprisingly large number of

studies have ignored the Investment cost in analyzing the

benefits from competition.

2.2. 1 second-Source Stata gqg- ao s an investment

There are two reasons for considering the front-and cost of

introducing a second source when making the second-sourcing

decision. First, the front-and costs are inmmediatz and dis-

tinct. Unless the naeded funding is specifically provi~dzd

by Congress, program cut-tacks or stretch-outs may be neces-

sary to create the second source. The second reason for

considering the investment cost is that the bensfits from

competition ai~e long-term and uncertain. in the case of ma-

jor weapon systems, the savings from introducing competition

say not begin to accrue until several years after the ini-

tial investmint. is aade. Therefore, it is important to take

into account the opportunity cost of using Government funds

for the front-,end investment.

Among the studies reviewed, only three have taksen into

account the time valueý of money (Daly, at al., 1979; Archi-

bald, at al., 1981; Beltramo and Jordan, 1982]. Failurq to

consider the fror~t-e3nd investment and the tim-e value of mon-

4 ay haveý given rise to unwarranted measurements of the magni-

tude of the net savings which may be brought about by compe-

tition. Archibald, at al. [1981], for exampl:e, say -,ha-: if
*~the in-house and axternal costs of introducing co0mDSe:.:ion

were taken intc acount, and if costs iad savings werAe luly

discounted a. the 10% cat-a suggested by 3MB, :he 13.7'( mean

GROSS savinqs on all post-competi*ion praduction for the

APRO-78 study's sampla of 16 items, the net savings would in

fact have been negative. Thus,the four? systams examinedi in

the APRO-79 study (750 lb. Bomb, M223 Fuze, d489 ':ojictils,

and ti103 Cartri-dge Case) do not seem to generate riuff icient
savngsfrc e~itaward competition to satisfy the 10i e

turn r-iquired by OMB.

October 27, 1983 Chintz= 2
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2.2.2 ISem_ Lsen f of e___od-So.e StaL-gUp 9221

There is general agreement among analysts that the invest-
ment cost of introducing a second sourza should include all

nonrecurring incremental costs necessary to qualify the new

supplier as a competitive producer. We can classify these

incremental costs in five general categories.
The cost of technological transfer: this category in-

cludes costs paid by the Government to the original dcv-.lop-

sr/producer for assisting the nev source, such as prepara-

tion of the technical data package, proprietary rights in

data, engineering and technical ssrvice.

.___ecial toclin, testnq and poduction C3.uip.iant: -ny

additional unique facilities and special test equipment pro-
vided by the Government to the new source, as well as those

acquired by the contractor, must be considered as part of
the cost of introducing a second source.

Extra cost of educational buzs: the Government must in-

cur extra cost for awarding learning buys until the second

source becomes price competitive. Note that the original

source may also charge the Govert.ment a higher price due to

the reduced quantities.

Adinistrative costs to the Governmant: in addition to

purchasing the technical data package iad contracting with

the oringial source to assist the new source, the government

also will incur in-house administrative costs to selact th=

second source, verify tne TDP, assist w:.th tschnology trans-

fer, qualify the new source, and administer the competition.

_oisatjcs Sosts: the second source w.1l' most likely pro-

duce an end product which is somewhat different from that of

the first source, either in design or components, even if

both products arc identical in performanac. Extra loqis-tics
cost is inevitable if there is a differanca betveen !h, two

end iPeas.

Some analysts also ar;ue that the TOP ninlz to be inade-

quate for the second source either becaus-. th- originat sup-

plier is unwillinq to help thp compit.:o: ar ,the •-•chol.,qy

is firm-specific. As a result, -hea i te--.an:at cost may Di

October 27, 1983 Cht:-r I
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underestimated because the second source may encounter dif-

ficulty with the TDP and ask for additional compe.nsition at

a later date. Costs such as these are mainly a result of

inadequate planning rather than a tangible item one must

deal with before a second-sourcing d-acision is made.

2. 2.3 Estinti 11con~d Sour S!.t IatU Costs

The cost of introducing a second source tends to be :ather

situation specific, because it consists of a wide vari-_ty of

cost items which require estimation on in it-am by item ba-

sis. This may be one of the major reasons why prior ampiri-

cal studies have most often looked at tha gloss savinqs from

competition, even though analysts are aware of the need to

consider this one-time frcnt-end cost.

Before we proceed to discuss the e93imation mqthods for

individual start-up cost items, a distinction should be made

between the cost to be borne by the governmen- and ths cost
incurred by the contractor. The former is an invastmen, of

government funds which, as mentior.ed earlier, must be justi-

fied with a 1O0 return. The litter will be reflected inth•

price of the contrictor's product and, therifore, should ba

considered when estimating the second source's prics propo-

stl. The effect on future price depends on the magnitude i--s
well as the Re•.qived production quantities over whica they

ire to be amortized. Myers, et al. [ 19S2], suggest that thl

proper treatment of nonrecurring costs borne by tan ccnt:&c-
tor is to compute the estimated unit nonreu.-:.ng costs us-

ing a capital recovery factor applicabla to the lengtý of
the contract and i "prevailing" interest "ate, bu: a sore

r•alistic and theoretically priferable -'4 -r!n v.Iud be -

usi the ccntzactor's cost of capital. a f,-:3 pr-suzably
will attempt to iarn, at the mininms, tho averaja rat. of

.aturn expe-ienced by the firm. The: ifor, the hih of

the OM3 intirest ts or thi contractor's avaa-i :t-:•-

:aturn on iav-staent may ae the sora raso--bli :at÷ fo-

*October Z7, 1983 ha-?:•: 2
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As to the pcrtion of the s3-cond-sour.a stazt-u? costs to

bi borne by the govqrnaent, w- will eKainine each c•st cat-

0gory individually. Logistics costs--The second source will

most likely prcdt'cc

2.2.3.1 Cost of Technology Transfer

As mentioned earlier, costs in this general category include

(a) the TDP, (b) data rights, (c) contracted technical as-

sistance by the original scurce, and (0) th•. Givacnmea.t's
.n-house technical assistance. The complexity of :hz w-eapcn

system determines th. size of this :ategory of star-.-up

costs. The first throe reprasent payments by the qcv-4rn-mnnt

to the original developer/producer and are usually negotiat-

eq with the ccntractor. Therefore, the estimated costs have

to come from the negotiator rathar than from a me-the-matical
equation [Daly, et al., 1979]. The price of .iv-ng up a

proprietary data position (the original producer's quasi-

monopclistic pcsition) is included at this stage, and is

difficult to estimate pricr to negotiatioa. McKia Maintains

that the upper limit should be the lower of two cos-s to the

ouyer [1966): (a) the cost of reverse e inerig, r -nad (b)

the cost of developing alternative Jasigas.

As to the Government's ia-house tachaical assistance 'o

the second source, one may argue that, unlss the cost is

incremental to ths GoverZ ent. -t represents a sunk cosr

and is i.rrelevant to the invwstment Ieci.si:n. Hovev-,r, in-

,sauch is the the use of in-house technical staff rapesents

the use of goverzaental resources, ttre is in ipportunity

cost involved. Th r-fori, it shculd 9e coazizr÷d an in-

vestme,0t, and a reasonable re4turn is aicantiiI. Our talks

vith program office, personnel indicate that his ts Rztz

bl4 on a case-by-case basis.

2.2.3.2 Special tooling, Test, Prodection Squipaent

This is often the largest si.gle Leoent )f i.vst-n. ccst.

requir4d to istablish a second soeurce. rwj vays ýf atiza--

ing tb tCClng Aal tist iquipn-nt cost "iva ben

4 october- 21. Mt3 Chizn t: 2
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The first uethoi is to base the estimata on thi o--iginal

producar's cost. The IDA 79 study cited the ovinion of a
cost analyst that the cost of special tooling and test
3equipment is about 80% of the amount inou::ed by the crigi-

ail source, but available data do not allow genaralization

"of this estimate [Daly, et al., 1979). Howewver, it is prob-
ably safe to say that the cost to facilitate the second
source should be less than for the original source. To de-

termine a more specific number, however, :equir;-s that an-
other issue first be resolved: at what level should th*

second source be facilitized? Results of interviews with

program manaqers and contractor personnel indicate that the
original source's production capacity tends to be far in ax-
cess of actual needs [Carrick, 19821. X second source, if

determined to be desirable, is most likely to b- sized to
some production rate smaller than tha original source.

Therefore, if production capacity is a 4uestion, estimating

"tooling and test equipment cost must take into consierition
both the complexity of the system and •ha production capaci-

ty .
The seýconi method calls for using "cost astimating rela-

i:onships" (CERs), which rslatL the cost of tooling and test
-_uipaent to the production rate ind hardware costs. Ha d-
ware cost. is interpreted as a proxy of a measuri of systim

=oMplexity. The :ERs developel by th Nvil eapon Cantir
irs as follows [ Beltramo and Jordan, 1932]:

•:',1.13 0.4 t

"T = 0.0131C a
-a here: T a tooling a(nd tes- ajuipmint c:)s: I

IC = cumulative averagqc recurring hardware I
cost for 1,000 units, ani

R = monthly productior..
I- I

thp estimati proviled by this fo:,Rul. 1oul1 ba vz:y :ough,
itf cors?, but it represents a baltpark •igu:• wh-ch the ic-

;un:ition managers may rvise tacuint; t 0 .3o sp-ciic in-
:1z a ton. Tbc forhula wo-0C. V0u 1. a1so be sj•, ,o .ur'.h r r -

Sa oe •ta ,ys's.

3.zto ber 27.9 3 .
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2... .3 Extra Cost of Educational Buys

Educational buys are normally requi.ed &)r the second sourcq

to become a ccmpetitive supplier. The cost to the Govirn-

aent say rot be liUited to the higher production cost of the

second source before it becomes competitive. Becausa of the

reduced buy from the first source, the Government may also

pay a higher price to the first source. Note that until the

second source. become competitive, the .irst source has no

reason to r'iduce the price to meet coapetition. Th=. extra
costs due to the need to award educatinail buys may be rep-

rasented by the A-;',ference between the tonal price of hard-
ware paid by the government to both sourcis until ccmpeti-

tire bidding is held, and the total pcice. that would have

been paid had the first source remained the sole source.

There are three unknown variables involved in this computa-

tion: the first source's price reduction curve, the produc-

tion-rate/cost curve of the second source, and the size of
educational bcys. The first two will ba discussed in grt.at-

.r detail later in this chapter. The 4uant. "y of learning

buys will be discussed now,

The second source must require only x fraction of the

volu2me produced by thq original source t3 reach prics parity
if it is to becoma a viable competitor. The IDA 79 study

:;-r:ports the experiance of four miisila sys.aaes regari-ng the

size of educational buys, as show, in rable 2.1 (DOly, a.

al., 1979].

Based on these data, und input from proqram office par-

soanel, we may say that e pmcenntage ritio in tthe high 20's

may be on the conservative side. a f4.w a 1-4. sources haV's
become competitive right at thp outsest, but the pssibtlv-y

of having an instantly competitive se-o-1 s-urcq aust be

considered an exception rather than th, :uil. Sower, if

"the acquisit'or maaagir has advince k inowlaig of such a pce-

sibility, thir., is no reason why price is-'.ainaon should no:
.5 ie advautage of this infcr.aticn.

October27, 1983 :.
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TABLE 2.1

Cost Parity Qu1antities for Fiur flissiles

Cumulative Produ--tioa
system Firs t Second Ratio

TO V 11,168 2,6852%

Sparrow 4f313 1,255 29%

Average 23%

V, '

2.2.3.14 Administrative Casts to the Governanat

Although acquisition managers ire generally aware t atiddi-

tional administrative costs are inevitable when a se con d
cintractor is brought in-to the program, the vast 2-aiority of
-empirical works dealing with the costs and benefits of comn-

pstition ignore these costs. There ara at, least two expla-

nitions for the omission. First? Costa in this category are

aot reported Eeparately by the Governmant and, therefore,

ara not easily I -dantifible for analysis. Second, some ad-

ministrative costs are incremental in nature while9 others

are opportunity costs; an accurata account of opportuinity

costS :eaquiras a detailed analysis vhic:h, in all fairness,

the analyst may no)t ta in the best position to parform un-

le-ss he or she is in especially knowlaIgaable wember of the

pro~gram office.

2stimating the idditional adainistrativi costs can proba-

bly best be done on a case-by-case, item-by-it.-m basis. In

view of the fact that a significant proportion of ths costs

ia this category represents personnel, perhaps it "s wise to

dain clearly the admizistritive cost. Somi

cost i'.ems, such is testing and qualifizatioa of the second

source's output, are incremental, or out:-of-pocket. und--r a
straightforward definition of incrcmental cost, hcotf

usinq in-house ;personnel rapreseýnts the uset of existing

octobs: 27, 1983 Chapter 2
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sources. It may therefore be considered a sunk cos-. On

the other hand, if the use of in-house p3rsonnel pricludis

their availability for other programs, there is an oppertu-

nity cost and therefore it should be tratel as an incremen-

tal cost. One must keep this difference in mind in estimat-

ing the additicnal administrative c•st that might be

required.

There is general agreement on the items to be included in

the category of administrative costs. They are:

Si. preparation of sclicitation (aFP),

2. additional proposal costs,
"3. additional costs of evaluating the price propo-

' sal by the second source,
4 . t~esting and qualification of the second

"source's first unit,

5. additional perscniel to coordinate the changes
. affecting the twc suppliers,

-_6. extra testing and verification of delivered
:5;• I roduct, and

.I -her miscellaneous additional costs such as

negotiation and preparation nf the additional

contract, additional audit, pra-award survey,

and production readiness rvvi"ws.

Some of these costs are one-time costs while others are re-

curring. As mentioned earlier, costs in tails category have

been omitted in prior quantitative studies. Therefore_,

therre is no indication as to the magnituie of these costs.

2.2.3.5 Logistics Costs

None of the empirical studies rev ewie'i cornsidered the exta
cost that may have to be incurred if the products supplied

by different sources are not identical. Logistics costs in-

clude the costs of maintaining two si:s of sparz_ pazts if
they are different, the cost of havirg diffearnt repair fa-

cilities and technical personnel,, and rzlat6da suppoct costs.

October 27, 1983 Chaot"r 2
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The costs of these items are probably impossible -!o estimate

with precision before the second source is selected. Even

once the second source is selected, estimating the logistics

cost may be difficult, as it depends in just how different

the end products will become. Nevertheless, th= extra lo-

gistics costs are very real and may be significant. When

making a decision on second sourcing, some provision for it,

no matter how rough, is assential.

2.3 SECOND-SOURCE F.7ST-PIECE PRICE

When a second sour--e is to be introduced during --h produc-

tion phase, two important questions arise. First, what will

the "first unit price"V be for the second source? Second,

how steeo will the second source's price-raduction curve b??

These two questions are important as they affect the quanti-

Sty of educational buys which must be awarded to the second

source before the second source can be=zma truly price com-

petitive. Answers to these quvnstioni are also _Rssential

when estimating the potential for savings in recurring costs

once the competition starts. In this section, we will con-

-, cantrate on the second source's first-unit price. The slope

of the price-reduction curve will ba addressed in the next

section.

2.3. 1 Factors Contributing to First-Piece Price

It is common for the second source to have a lower first

unit price than the initial source did. Several factors may

contribute to this difference.

First, the initial producibility problems may have been

solved by the original source and the TDP snables the second

source to avoid the same problems, at least partially.

Also, the second source has the advantige of using subcon-

tractors developed by the first source, and benefits from

their learning. rhird, the second source is likely to have

ma ore realistic qxpectatioa of the total quantity, and
therefore more accurate knowledge of the leve-l of facilita-

tion required for efficient production. Othar factors in-

October 27, 1983 Chapter 2
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• clud• more stabilized product design, •chnologica]. advanc-

e' •.•, an• the competitive pressure inh.•rent In having two
"• so urces.

" 2. 3. 2 Estimatinq First-Piece •rice
:)_:•! Although the impact of the above mentioned factors on the

Ssecond source 's first unit price cannot be measured dir•ct-

:; ly, surrogate measures have been attempted by several ana-
-A;

--- ••-; lysts. In the I•A 79 study, Daly, st el. [1979] assume that

-- •" the second source is •ble to start p•uction at a pric•
•] •qual to the second unit produced by th.= original source.

• This assumption, of course, is based on the view that som•
•" of the original source's learning (fro.• producing the first

•2} unit) is transferr-•d to the second sour:e.
• The IDA 7g study considers both th_= learning slope and

•2 the cumulative production quantity of the original source in

\ attemp:ing to predict the s•cond sou•c•.'s first unit pric•
%

S[Zusman, et al., 1974]. Based on a few selected p•ogra•s,

: an equation fur the second source's fi•st-piec• p•ic• is de-

;• rived. Ho•e•er, the model is not suffiziantly general to b•
<.•-' useful to the practitioner. Unl•ss all the uhc•gvations

• used to derive a specific equation ar• •f homogeneous unizs

• of product, and ace the same as for --he intended applica-

•,.• flog, the result will be misleldi•g.

SThe impact of nonhomogPneous units o• product on the "_-c-
•" ond source's first unit p•ice is shown by Col and Gansl•.r

7•:•'} [•981]. For •e=y complex systems, such as a guided •issil÷

Sfrigate, t he price of the first piece p• duced by the second
;w.:2.¢•:. source exceeded that of the initial •eu=ce by approximately

-[.a• 9.•. For the f• • . th=_ first.v• tactical missiles •x•mine•,

:' piece price from the second source was, on the average, 25•

Sl•ss than the first unit price o f th• original source. For
• •lectronic subsystems and components, th• second source won

Sth•_ compe tition without learning quanti•ias or educational

;: buys in the maJcL•_ty of cases, isplzing that the seconl
!I source became competitive right at the beginning of pro•uc-

-- •' tion phase.
%'

• October 27, 1883 Chapt=.r
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2.4 9 OF 9!C IIB ON LEAING RATES AND PRICES

As mentioned above, the ability to estimate the effects oZ

competition on price reduction rates is essential in deter-

mining the quantity of educational buys and the amount of

potential savings in recurring unit cost. It is generally

expected that the unit price of produzts will drop under

competitive pressure. The size of the expected savi "i' may

be a function cf three factors:

ea one-time, probably immediate, reduction in

unit price when competition begins--the so-

"- called "shift,"

2. a continuous, or sustained ceduction in price

I because of a steeper priz -caduction curve

("rctation") , and

3. a change in unit production costs because of

I .. othe reduced production rate.

The impact of production rates has been discussed earlier.

In this section, we will address the issue of estimating the

shift and rotation of price-reduction zurvss when competi-

tion is introduced.

>2 2.4.1 _E!irical Studies of "Shift"

A one-time reduction in unit price afte-r competizion is in-

"-1troduced may be the result of two factors. The contractor

may shift to lower cost inputs, or he may adopt more 3ffi-

j ent production tachnology. if cost reduction is not pos-

sible, there may be a reduction in pr-fit. This downward

"shift" in price is widely observed. However, no researcher

has evýr been able to pinpoint whethar the "shif" is ths

:.esult of profit reducticn or production cost reduction.

Myers, et al. emphasize the need for this distinc-tion

(1982.

This raises another issue. Could Efforts :o maximize

savings in a progrim reduce a contractor's profit -.o I pcint

such that ths DoD market becomes so unattrictive ts to ef-

October 27, 1983 chapt=r 2
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fectively drive cff suppliers? The profitability issua will

be deferred until later in this report. For now, we will

concentrate on the reduction in unit price, r12ardless of

the source of the reducticn.

A rather dramatic duwnward shift in prica was r-t-port'ed by

Yuspeh (1976], and in the 1972 Army Elect:onics Command

study (U.S. Army, 1972). These studias, however, sharq a

"common Methoaological flaw. The last s3ol-sourca price was

compared directly with the compel.t.iv. p_:icr to calculate

the reduction in price, without consil.ring the sffect of

liarning. The IDA 74 study also attributes a significant

amount of savings (37%) to :ompeti-.ia £Zusanan, a 1
"1974]. However, almost all of the subject items were sub-

mitted in the3 fcrmally advertized IFB style of compstition

with more than two bidders. Therefore, tha findings ara not

particulazly relevant to program managezs in charg. of dual

sourcing advanced weapon systems.
Results from the APRO 78 and 79 s-aiies iesvq.v closer

3xamination (Lovett and Norton, 1976; •ranzon, 1 .1.,
1979). The AFRO 78 study looked at 16 items with un4. vil-

ues ranging from lass than $1,000 to cva: 550,000 and founi

"an average p:ice reduction of 13.711. A rgression iquatioa

was constructed from the data which indicatas that the ac.u-

a 1 unit price (AU) of compe itive pricurements can b-

ordicted with the following:

I Log (AUP) = 0.967118 Log (PUP) - J.226139 Lgq(.ROQ)

I where: AUP = actual competi-ive i -i :

_I .PUP = projectsd unit o :i ) an th".
sole4-scurca o:_cq eutonc~~

BOQ = ratio qf quintity 0ocured af".r
I O Competition to total •I:-9:a

quahtity.

Since APRO :ese-Ar=ha:s te-n to t --%a -- io-. th.t th.

compet•-t4 ve 3ipz -ill be tho sazm is s)l-- source , any

::duetion in cprice must be intar ~r~te;d ts lue -to a i~e

tIownwa:r 'st. d '.

q J:-ob�.-127, 1983 :h-•v 2
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A word of caution is in order before one attempts to use

this equation to estimate competitive savings. Most of the

subject items in the study were relativaly unsophisticated,

and virtually all were competed on winner-take-all or buy-

"out basis.

Using essentially the same methodology as APRO 78, the

APRO 79 study examined four systems vith a total of 22 mul-

tiple-source and winner-take-all acquisitions. The average

reduction in unit price for the 22 acquisitions was 7.1%,

indicating that the "shift" in multiple source award situ-

ations may not be as pronounced as with winner-taka-all com-

petition.

The magnitude of downward "shift" reported by TASC re-

searchers avaraged around 10% (Cox and 3insler, 1981; Kratz,

at al., not dated].

2.4.2 Ejirioa Itigs of "Rotation"

Along with the one-time reduction in unit price, this poten-

tial source of competitive savings constitutes the main ob-

jactive of most empirical works attempting to estimate the

impact of price competition in defense procurement. Unfor-

tunately, the results are controversial.

"Analysts' views on the rotation of prica-reduction curves

may be classified into two groups: (a, those who expect

"that the sole source slope will be assentially unchanged,
ia.; the same curve will apply to both sources, and (2)

those who believe that the post-competition slop" will ba

steeper than the pre-competition slope.

APRO researchers tand to assume that iny impact of compe-
tition on the price-re-duction rate should be negligible. As

a result, they ex-trapclats the ori;inal sol- source's

price-reduction rates to competitivs procureiment situations.
The APSO 78 and 79 studies [Lcvett and Norton, 1978; Bran-

non, et al., 1979], and AFRO's analysii of th÷ IDA 79 study
(Arvis, 1980) clearly :rlact this vi w. S1..th ind Lowe

(1902], also &PRO raseaachers, fou..d in 4thir study that tht.

c:mpetitive orice-reduction rates t".nd t:o be st--ýeo. (but

Ortober 27, 1983 Zhipter 2
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not significanty so in a statistical sense), but that there

is no correlation between competitive and sole source

price-reduction curve slopes. Other analyses following this

assumption irclude Army Missile Command's analysis of MRLS
second-sourc...ng decision [U.S. Army, 1980] and Science Ap-

plications Inc.'s study of AIAARM second sourcing decisions

(Beltramo and Jordan, 1982].

The IDA 79's attempt tc develop a savings prediction mod-

"el differed significantly from other comprehensive empirical

studies [Daly, et al., 1979]. The attempt was to predict

the slope of the price-reduction curve, on the basis of a

linear regression, from the slope of the known sole-source

price-reduction curve. However, the results show the two

slopes to be gncor.reltd. This left :he researchers having

to use the mean of the competitive slopes to predict the ef-

fect of competition on price-reduction rates. The average

competitive slope found by Daly, et al., is 75%. If we use

a "typical" sole-source slope of 871 (in averags :f those

found by APRO 78, IDA 79, and Kratz, et al.), wa may infer
that the average rotation of slope of the price-reduction

curve after competition is introduced is approximately 12%.

One should keep in mind, however, that the items examined in

these studies are mostly simple, unsophisticated systems or

electronic items.

Cox and Gansler's analysis [1981] suggests a r~lationship

between the complexity of a system and the rotation of the

price improvement curve of a second source. I- was found

that the slope of the second source was approximately 4%

steeper than that 3f the first source for the guid•.• missile

frigate and 5% for tactical missiles. Their data did not

permit computation of price-reduction curve parameters for

electronic items.

-, 2.14.3 Are Shin Ikd Rotation Predictable?

As mention-d earlier, the :otation and shift of p:ice-reduc-

tion curves have been the most controversial issues in the

anslysls of competitive savinqs. None of the studies re-

October 27, 1983 Chapter 2
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viewed above was able to develop a relLable pradic-iv= model
to determine the magnitude of shift and rotation of the

price reduction curve for individual procurements. Although

Cox and Gansler were able to suggest a different impact of
competition aacng items of different complexity, their find-

ings far from constitute a predictive model. Using the

means of slopes to predict gross competitiva savings has

many weaknesses.

The IDA 79 researchers realized the futility of their at-

tempt and stated:
The reduction in unit price is the most difficult
component to forecast. It is in fact likely that
no precise and stable predictive rela-ionship ex-
ists; there are so many dimensions of variatio.s
surroundinq each procurement (e.g., technology,market condi-ons) that each syst.a is to a con-
siderable extent unique.

"Experience with previous systems c.reals copsider-
able variation in the realized qross sav ns in
unit prices after competition [Daly, st al., 1979:
83].

To illustrate the sensitivity to various assumptions of the

estimated savings attributed to the introduction of competi-
tion, Daly, et al., developed stylized axamples in Appendix

F of their report.

SAI analysts raised an issue which his not been address-d

in prior empirical works. The issue relates to pricing

strategies available to contractors. Once the Gov=ernment

reveals its intent to compete a system, the sole-source con-
tractor may respond to the impending competition by raising

its price so as to maximize profit while i- can [Eiltramo

and Jordan, 182]. Under this circumstance, stim-ating the
economic effects of compstition most likely will overs:ate

the size of any available savings. This is --he predictabla

result if the sole source contractor exercises iuch jaming

strategy, which is a distinct possibility.

2.t4.4& 00tinal" Learning Curves

TASC researchers developed an "optimal learning cuzve," o:

"best competitive curve," which is a continuous )ricq iam-

provemk~nt curve beginning with the noncomp-etitive ffirst unit

pri*ce and achieving parity with the list compe-titive unit

October 27, 1983 Chapt.r 2
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price (Cox and Gansler, 1981; Kratz, et al., not ditad]. It

represents what "might have been" had the original producer

been und-r continuous competitive pressure from thi outset.

They state that the difference between tee sola-sourcs

price-reducticn curve and this "optimum" curve is the possi-

ble savings frcm introducing competition.

While the TASC researchers' hypothesis seems correct in

theory, it ignores some of the reality of procuring advanced

weapon systems. A nocessary assumption for this "optimum"

curve to be realistic is that thR two sources ar• competi-

tive at the outset--which is rather anliksly unless both

sources are equal partners at the systems davelopment stage,

and neither has an edge over the other in production experi-

ence. In almost all competitions, the daveloper has a

built-in advantage over other sources. Indeed, -this is the

raason for having learning buys before split award competi-

tion is held. Until the original sour=a perceives that the

second sourcs is economically :eady to compete, he still en-

joys an advantageous position.

2.4.5 st__ing SaeS Effects

We may catpgorize in original source's pricing strategy us-

ing three different scenerios (see Figure 2.4). First, the

contractor may try to makq a constant percantagS of prcfit

by pricing the item according to hia "true" cost function,

as depicted by the line LC1.

Rut if tha Government has not decided whether "o compete

the system, he may elect the "penetration pricing" st:at-Bgy.

This strategy calls fir purposely pricing the i`ms low at

the ou set to hold at b-" possible compatitors u.:il it is

too late for a coapptitor to inter the sarkst; the: he can

reverse the pricin st-rategy ind enjoy the benefi-s of his

sole source positibn. LC2 Apicts this scaenrio, which is

essentially tbe sa3e as the saeoi,-sour:e s:at:;7y vi.dely

known in defanse procurem-nt circles as a "buy- tn."

?inallI, the contractor may havq inti:ipatel :,ait the

Govirazent will compete the sys:em, fZa whatev~r :- son.

October 27, 1983 a'-.:r 2
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Unit costoirice

.':. L C:.

-- :L C 13
Cumulative

Figure 2.4: Different Pricin; Strategies

Under this circumstance, a likely pricing strategy is "skim-

ming," in which ths ccntractor sets a high initial price to

maximiza profit, progressively lowering the prica when nec-

e.ssary to lead ccupetitor as long as he can. This is simi-

lir to the behavior hypothesized by the Sal rasearchers.

To illustrate, In us assume that a second source has

been selected by the Government, and that the first unit

Drice is lover than was t:e first souc=e's, but ý;hat the

second sourcs is not .amediat-ly competi4ive. Lat us fur-

ther assume that the seccond source's pri:• reduction c:irvr

is slightly steiper thin the first source's, as shown by
LC . The first source's pricing path aay oe is ipJicted ay

LC3, which is characterized by a sariis of downv.rd shifts
(or rotations, or both) Lutil the liae lies close to tae

cost curve.

Of courste, defense contractors do not hav±e un).iait

pricing flexzbility. Th'a Defense Conr::sct Audit AqeZcy and

thi DCefnse Acquisition Spoulations impose scau restrictioas

on the cont-rci.orls pricing flaxibility. Rovevar. :thre are
soae le4itinito accounting Uibert4es that a•. sigqifican:ly

October 27, 1983 Chapter I
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change the "cost" of an item at any p:iat in its production

life without defying the regulations. (Sea Chapter 4.)

2.5 O•Hg q.S.ID!jk.OUNS

The decision to introduce a second sourza for a major weapon

system requires a prospective evaluation of the financial
consequences as well as a wile variety of oth-:er factors

which, by nature, do not easily lend themselves to quanti-

fied analysis. The rich literatura on competition in DoD

procurement covers a wide spectrum of factors and variables

to be considered by the decision maker. In this szction, we

will discuss scme of the more salient issues.

2.5.1 _rriers to Competition

Despite the general belief that price zomp`tition often re-

sults in savings, and the formal commitment by DOD to use

this procurement technique whenever it is possibi - only a

ralatively minor fraction of its procuramen- dolli.s aza ex-

oe9nded under competitive conditions. There a.i iastitution-

al factors as well as industry characteristics which inhibit

.he use of ccmpetition.

2.5.1.1 Institioaal Barriers

Archibald, et al., conducted a series of ,intervte.je i4-h DoD

people. involved in d:isigning and carrying out ac-u2sition

strategy in their program cffizas ( 1981]. Zhi ;.ns-.itut.ionl

birriers to competition, as perce.ivad by sannor progrin ac-

• quisition pezscnnel, ,ay be summarized under !h:ee headingq:

I I. Additional time and mornty neelal I

"2. Extra management complexity and i:fcrt :-quitroI

3 3. Lack of cledr near-t-rm benefits n incno. -4nvs V

The magnituds of fuadixag neile! for :odc.q~
,iive zecond source tends to bA. lxrge fo- advaacid .iptn

AkSY ; e31 4hin substant*-al tiounos of a-o~tv a:-, i'~

hiDoi, ind Cougriss zust ba :ýIL on tt zozp:.rin. Zn

Octobe~r 27, 198~3
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fact, the required front-end funding MAY De -s siqni ficant

that it may be necessary to compete with inother program's

very survival in order tc obtain the necessary funding.

Congress tends to dislike programs with heavy front-end

cost. Noney for coapetitive development programs tends to

be a prime target during a budget sque-aza.

Compc~tition also t'inds to slow a program down because of

the time involved in source selection, testing and -- xli-fi

cation of a se-coud source. This may be a diiincantive to

competition because there is usually a stzrong desire lo de-

ploy the system as rapidly as possible. la addition, there

is a risk that the cost may -iS-, rather than fall, as a re-

sult of compeItition.

The extra management effort stems f::om two sources.

Firzst, if a competition is to bs beneficial, considerable

pla~nning fcr the competitive znteps is mecassary, which ia-

cludes the riquest for proposal (RFP) and ths usual cowlAij1-

cations and prevcitions that go with it. Acquiring a good

TDP is al1;ý difficult and expensive. If ia-L~ouse capability

*t,, develop a TDP is not available, judging its adequacy is

also difficult.

Proqram Managers have also expresssd conce-rn -hza, poli-

cizes which put to juh2-asr on contrarnors may rup the

risk of driving one of the cortractors out of the- progzam,

leýavinq the old sale-source cinvironment aftar all the work

atnd axpense of qualifying the second contr~tztor. This con-

clrn sr-ems to rciflect d view that definsa business may be

less attractive to contractors than commercial businass. '4

will Present evidence to support this viuw in a laqter chap-

?innilly, apart from~ exhortations in policy documen-ns ani

thz oconvaentional wisdam" thart competition la a good pro-

curement technique, there are foav real i~etvsfor Intro0-

duciaq zospetition. Tha czssts 3t comps-tit.4on ar-e sho;:t-term
-and cleiar, while the oenefitz are loal-tvert iid un~zarta4.:.

Frthoemotre, prics re-dactiotts are iifficult' to p:rv-4and -o

midsurs, and may be 4t lsaait parniilly 3a~ed by nto.

October 27, 1983 Upnr2
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Given a -typical tenure of threa years* a program umanaqet is

unlikely to be around to receive the cralit for any b-enefits

that finally materialize.

2.5.1.2 Industry Barr ers

The (domestic) defense market is composad of a single buyer

and a few potential suppliers. Particu-i~rly in the cass of

major weapon systemss, attempts to bring ccons-titior, into a

program may te hampered by entry barriars 3xisting in the?

inadustry. Most discussions of indu~stry barr..ers haveý bs-?n

a n;.cdotal in natura. our litaratuzea =svi.v did ncrt urcov!er

dny systematic. study attempting to analyza how ba~rrie-rs a:-
fact the Govqrnment's attempt to us-i pr7J.:e_ comp-etit-ion.

Entry barr-isrs have been foand in soma studies to be ri-

lated to the profitability of dafaasis work. rhe. profiJtabil1-

ity issue has been the subject of at least tuo conorehensiveý

research projects 'General Accounting Office, 19o9; Profit

* Study Group, 1976).

we feel a more ralevant contempozarý questi-on is whvtheqr

industry perceives defense busingss tcý be mora or losý; at-

tractive than ccatercial business. in the .a nlss

it i~s the number if firms attracted to the df-inse mark,9t

that will, determine the vigor of iny competiti4oa whi'ch might

be achieved through dual sourcing, oz by iny ot:her me-ins.

Gansler, for exaapl~e, cited one _anstanzae -,a w~ich theý 19714

Congressional action doubling tar~k ordarý. -an i:::o trouble

becauss the only qualified suppliear of zstesl c a.3tI n ;s ca f-

used to supply them vhen he found comme:cial businzess of-

fared -a mors profitable use of4 his -ail~is C 1980]

There seens, algo to be coamon comolaiat 3*2 an vesai

attitude among soma defense buyers. To U.Ilrstan.i _.his a-i

titude, '-ne must examine the rcelationsh'E) batv-n or:ýuc-!an

costs, p:-3fits and prizes in rthe d-finsa, Lusijniss. !);I '

n). "-'ta _4 that while the !aack if coa'eti::,or ity :

a vossi bility Cf very high rates c f I ttazn: -r co 'r ct:

par: c- all of this potential r-ot-: i ~ so~~ yaa

that t,;csar cor 197 9)

Octohe: .17, 1983 Zh 1
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Why are defen.se contractors not maJde to be ef fic i n t

The simple existence of inefficiency iois not assuze the

Government that competition will eliminate it. Ganslsr says

that the defense industry is In reality regulated, and that

detailed government intervention is grossly inefficient and

frequently self-defeating (19803.
A pure, free market economy does not &ad probably 21 not

exist in, this environment of a single buiyar and a small rum-

ber of suppliers. Sallsrs observed, for axample, tha t un-

used plant capacity was particularly high among fir._ms with a

high gove-rnment./low commercial mix [1979]. The nee3d for am-

ple capacity may partly be attributa3d to the amounat of ca-

pacity required to 'win the contract," and partly to the?

naed for "suz-ae" capacity. idle capacity, however, discour-

ages investors and lenaderE, making it difficult for a firm

to obtain financing. Unused capacity also inflates the cost

of exist'U.a defense work, adding to the prize9 the Government

must pay. Therefors, while the profitability of defense

work tay not be high, the price paid by the Goveýrnment is

not,. necessari~ly low.

As one would expect, a contractor do:As not welcncme comps:-

tition. If the cooperation of t he first source is neesdad to

bring a second source on bcard, it is rather unlike:ly that

the first source will give full support. Reports of inade-

quate TD!''s are frequent. Týhe consequan-3 ar-: potential

claims by the second source for deficiencies in thi rDP,, and

a delay in achieving cost pArit-y by the se:cond source. The

czintractor teýaming approach usesi in the Joint Cruise Missile

PrograuA may ::emove this barriEr by not creating a monopoly

s3ituat-Joi during the davelcpment phase.

2.5.2 Thla of G&9i~io

Next to actual introduczticn of a second source, the threPat

of competition may be the best stzatigy the Gov.-rnme~nt has

availabl'a for controlling the prices of a sole so-urce? sup-

plier (Beltramo and Jordan, 1982. TharS is Qvidcenca that,

even iL cases w~iezo the second sourca nevizr salcceeis i.n pro-

.ctober 27, 19 o3 C'h a ptr 2
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ducing a usuable product, the pressure of potential competi-

tion on the first contractor still makes the effoct worth-

while [Baumbusch, 1977]. However, a threat of competition

will be most effective only when certain conditions ar- met.

First, the Government must clearly own the data rights need-

ed for technology transfer. Second, technologically capable

suppliers wust have sufficient capacity to be willing to

compete.

One should note that a thrsat will not be effective for

th.e entire length of a system's production phase. rhe rea-

son is that once production is so far down the road that it

would no longer be practical to introduce competition, the
sole-source supplier will ignore ths threate and rz.vert to a

sole-source pricing strategy. This scenaric is similar in

effect to the "penatration pricing" stratagy depicted by LC2

"in Figure 2.4.

2.5.3 Qia.itative Benf.its of Competition
ApaCt from generating lower recurring unit prices, th-re may

be other significant benefits from introducing competition.

Virtually every study dealing with the issue of price compe-

tition in DOD acquisition has discussed other benefits. WQ

will simply list the more significant ones without addition-
al discussion:

%. Enhanced mobilization base and surge capability

2. Improved product quality
I *3. Decreased incentive - for co ntr, actor- enraic hing

change proposals

"4. Improved likelihood of meetiag de.livery sched-

I ul ýs

5. More equitable acquisition proce-sses
-- ,..•6. More rapid technological progcasz

?'I

October 27, 1983 Chapter 2
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.2.5e.4 Negati• e jl..cts of Competitiom

Given the general wisdom that price competition is benefi-

cial to the buyer ind the official commitment to employ the

"ON,. technique when possible, it is not surprising to find that

,7N 4few negative aspects of competition are discussed in the

literature. But this does not mean they do not exist.

Apart from the need for a signi.ficant amount of front-end

investment, the most notable dis&lvantages of having two

suppliers are the logistic probleas and the added complexity

in contract management. Another negative factor is the fact

that the investment is short-term and clear uhils the pay-

back is long-term and uncertain. These factors have been

addressed earlier in this chapter.

Alsc, dual sourcing necessarily divides the quantity to

be procured between two suppiiers0 o ther thia s

equal, the low r lot size can increase unit cost for two

reasons. If the contractor has excess capacity, a reduced

demand level means the fixel costs must be born by fewer

units of output. Reduced quantity also means that the cop-

tractor will not cida as far down the learning curve as

would have been the case had he remained a sole producer

with a larger quantity. On the ot,.er hand, if the sole

so'Arce producer does iot have sufficient capacity (for what-

ever reason) to producE ýhe needed quantity without expand-

ing, a reduction in t'e production rat- could be beneficial

to the Government.

Under dual sourcing, the high bidder is usually awarded a

minimum sustaining quantity to maintai.n his competitive po-
sition. This guarranted quantity creates an opprotunity for

profit maximization if one or both contractors ha;e no de-

sire to win the larger quantity. This pricing behavior has

been observed in a number of dual sour-ad systems. It is
apparent that price estimation models must take into account

the differeint gaming strategies employed by contractors un-

der different circumstances.

Finally, too much competitive pressu.- may drive off com-

petitors, leaving the Government in -the sole source :.nviron-

October 27, 1983 Chapter 2
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meat again. h reduction in costs to the Government will be

possible only if the contractor is willing and abla to cut

costs or profit, or both.

2.5.5 Necessarv Re u.resents for Copetitio_

Some basic rsquireaents exist which should be met before em-

barking on any second-sourcing effcrts. Some of these re-

quirements have been discussed earlier i.a this chapter. In

this section we will summarize the general, nonquantitative

conditions which are conducive to successful price cmýpeti-

tion [Lamm, 1978; Nelson, 1980; Myers, McClenon and rayloe,

1982 ].

First, there must be an adrjuate product descr;iption.

The product should be describable in a rigorous fashion, so

that potential suppliers can understand and comply with the_
Government's requirements. Second, there needs to be a good

TDP. Even with the most tried and tasted specifications,

new sources will hav_ some technical difficulties as a re-

sult of diffe-rent production engineering approaches. It may

vsry well happen that new sources who quote "tight" prices

in competition will, subsequent to award, go over the speci-

fications with a sharp, bright light scrubbing the package
intensively in order to support deficiency claims.

It is generally considered advisable zo wait unitl the

..tem is in production to develop the TDP in order to ensurs
that the package is adequate and most production problems

have been identified and resolved. aut a counter point

"raised by several analysts is that competition should begin

as early as possible to maximize the potential savings, and

the chance of having a competitive second source as early as

possible (Bemis and Fargher, undated].

* Proprietary rights to certain elements of the rDP may no-.

be the only anascn for scle-source prozuramant, but a con-

tractor's priprietary data position does sometimes force tna->

"buyer into a sole source position [3cKi-, 19661. Direct and

indirect costs of technology transfer May be prohibi:.vely

high if the Government does not own the Cigati.
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Large enough quantities must exist to make second sourc-

ing worthwhile for both Government and suppliers. lany

items, especially advanced weapon systems, require large

initial start-up costs. To justify this f:ont-end invest-

"ment, large quantities are necessary to realize savings

through reductions in recurring unit costs.

In the case of advanced, sophisticated systems, it is

N mandatory that the Government have qualified technical per-

sonnel to evaluate the TDP, assist the second source, and

coordinate technical changes initiated by either supplier.

The Government should have available at least two inde-

"pendent suppliers with technical competence and requisite

facilities who are able and willing to compete. Problems

experienced by the current contractor may be of sufficient

magnitude to discourage any interest in competing. Some

contractors may have adequate knowledge to compete, but may

not be willing, due to availability of mora lucrative alter-

natives. Second sourcing will not work if serious niw

sources cannot be established and the original source is

keenly aware of his competitors. sufficient lead time must

be available tc meet production schedule and deployment ra-

quirements. The tasks which fill this lead time include;

"(a) source selection, (b) first article gualification, (c)

pre-award survey, and (d) learning buy awards.

2.6 RiSARCH METHODOLO.GY

In this chapter we have reviewed virtuilly all of the r-2la-

tively recent studies undertaken to quantify the extent -:o

which savings are available from the competition of formerly

noncompetitive procurement awards. The zesults of prior

studies, however, ire far from conclusive. Furthermore, ir

a majority of cases, faulty methodology or data deficiencies

have diminished their usefulness. In this s-ction. we will
41' briefly discuss thL generally :ecognizeid iate zn,ý methodolo-

gical defici.ncies of prior empirical worca ( for mor let-Ai

see Irvis, 1980; Archibald, et al., 1981].
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Data deficienciss result frtom; 0ij the need to use sub-

jective input when objective data are aot availabl,?, and (2)

the need to adjust, often somewhat arbitrarily, the dat:a for

consistency. Sincea contract data are not designed for the

~Cy. purpose of statistical analysis, a era: eree of data

adjustment is inevitable. However, the dsqgree of adjustment

his been so extensive in some studies that the ussfulness of

their results must be questioned.

The first mithodological deficiancl, found in most early

empirical studies and some rlelatively receant ones, _s thes

fiilura to consider the effects of learning and irnfliti-on in

Ucomputing the savings from introducing cconpetition. The

difference between thze last sole sourcs prica and thi first
competitive price -ias considered the savinrgs attributabl:- to

competition. Thesa studies typically respocted a very large-

amount of savings from introducing compeitition.

The second methodological deficiency may be charac-grizad

by the omi~ssion of the front-end investmaat costs3. Somea

studies admitted that the second-source start-up cost should

b-3 considered by decision makers, but omitttd it- in thF sta-

i4stirdl analysis. Other studie, however, 7xott~v:

tue of price competition with Ieavid-~:e-z-s" of procurement

savings without even mentioning that t.here wer-a ftrnt-end

-nvestment requirements. Although this pvoble.'m mightý be at-:

tributed partially to bias on the part of 4:ht) rt's-3a r ch ar,

the attit~ude cf some program managers may partia fly b i a:

blame as well. Results cf interviews with DoO icquisýition

3anagers show that most of the iatiarviiewses conslid-: t h,

second sourcing effort a succass if thi uait pr.-.e of -ha

system is lower than was projiected from t." ixtrapolitior of

t.h- original producects price-reductian. cu -v~,, or it th4
orginal producer lovtrs its price afturc mpti)a .Pr:?

1979. It is difficult tc tdetermine qhetaer thi's ittibfude

tis influenced ty biasel cmpi4rical vor-ks or the :s: of

ttie studies were iaducei ty this atti'nuie.

It shouild be noted that :tose stud: es which ;ýz-) aely

anmalyzed rqcurring costs tad n.oarecurrin;4 zos~s `zound onýly
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relatively modest savings, averaging in tae range of 7% to

"15% in recurring cost reduction for low value radios, mis-

siles and comfonents. [Lovett and Norton, 1978; Brannon, et

al., 1979].

Although some of the empirical works include the front-

end start-up costs in estimating savings, many left out sig-

ni ficant el3ments of start-up costs for various reasons.

The most frequent omissicns are the cost of the TDP, the

cost of the original contractor's assistance to the new

_: source, and the cost of additional administrative effort.

Another-common deficiency is the failure to discount sav-

ings. As we mentioned earlier, front-end investments are

short-term while potential savings may not be realized for

several years. Sound investment policy, as well as OMB di-

rection, calls for discounting savings.

Although the effect of production rata changes on unit

"production cost is well known, this factor was not consid-
ezed in empirical studies until quite racently. Nona of the

comprehensive studies conductel by IDA, &PRO, or the Army
Electronic Command includes this factor.

Another factor that has never been addressed in prior

studies is the degree of subcontracting and its impact on

the chance of savings if competition is introduced. Con-

tractors argue that, for most major systems, the prime gets
•' only about 20% of the contract dollar, and 'only half of that

is labor [Richardson, 1982]. Although w9 do not nicessarily

"4 agree with tuis pazticular argument, wa do believe that the

extent to which zommon subcontractors are used by both

sources should be a factor in the second sourcing d.cisicn.

Finally, with the exception of the APRJ 78 study, nonI of

the comprehensive studies was able to -;sntify any ralation-

ship which would be useful for predictiva purposes. Unfor-

tunately, items examined by the APRO 7$ study -Ara mainly
. simple systems comyeted on a winner-tate-all or buy-out ba-

sis. The risult has little meaniag for major systems unier
consideration !or split-buy competition.

"October 27, 1983 Chapter 2
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2.7 ADDITIONAL ISUES • .ED
Despite the multitude of empirical stulias undertak-n during

the past decade, there has been only i modest r-duction in

the uncertainty associated with estimating th, savings from

introducing coapetition to a previously sole source- procure-

ment. There have been some obvious adviaces. Methodologi-

cally, the use of constant dollar, the extrapolation of sole

source price-reduction curves, and the inclusion of a pro-

duction rate term are typical among zors racent studies.

"The separation of the one-time "shift" from sustained curve

"rotation," the inclusion of front-end inveztment, and dis-
counting of future benefits are also now reacognizsd as nsc-

4' e.ssary.

Given that the magnitude of savings.f:om competition Is a

function cf sc many factors, the limited number of case his-

tories of major weapon systems acquisitions has apparently

prevented researchers frcm isolating patterns of savings

that would significantly reduce uncertainty. Complicating

this problem is the lack cf a theoretical founda",ion to ex-

plain the findings of empirical works.

"In fact, prior works have relied upor. a s--ictly epiri-

cal approach, totilly ignoring tha insight potential from

the economist's "theory of the firm." he a ssessment by Ar-

chibald, et il., of the current state of the ar- seems to be

disturbingly trun :1981:52]:

Current uniersta4ding of the competitive repro-
curemen-: process is meag.r. it would, for exam-
ple, be an unlerstatem=ent to say that the determi-
nants of post-coupetition prics differences have
not yet been identified. We are inabli to discov-
er a rlatively complete. list of avirn the eotin-
t.al de:erminantE.

The RAND study cffers the following important questions :hat

should be addressed in studying comp-titiou in weapon sys-

4 tMS acquisition:

Octobe: 27, 1983 ,hanti.- 2
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/ 7,

1' In what circumstances does competition lead to

cost reductions in production, or profit reduc-

"tions, or some combination of the two?

2. Does competition influence a firms efficiency

by inducing it to invest in capital equipment,

manufacturing technology, or product develop-

ment? Under what circumstances?

3. How does the firm's general business situation

and alternative investment strategies affect

th. impact of competition?

To address the first two questions, program-specific as well

5 as ccntractoz-specific data ire needed. The third question

is akin to the issue raised by SAI's rasearchers, Beltramo

and Jordan, which is that the impact of introducing competi-

tion depends on the ability and willingness of potential

'4. -suppliers to ccapete [1982).

O2'o2
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Chapter 3

PROPITABI LIT!

Clearly, the price the Government must pay to acquire goods

from a contractor serves two functions. One of these is to

Lre-imburse the contractor for the costs it must incur to sup-

ply the goods. The other is the genaration of profit.

Profit, of course, compensates the contractor's stockholders

for the use of their funds, and for the risks they assume.

Lately, DcD-contractor profitability has been v,4ry much

an issue. Some observers express alirm that low profits

threaten to convert the defense business into a "market of

last resort." others allege defense coatractors aarn "ex-

cessive" profits. Here we explore the apparen-, contra-

diction between these viewpoints. Specifically, we examine

,. data covering 20 years, and study how the profitability of

DoD contracts has been influenr.ed. We ask how profitablq

contractors are in their DoD versus commercial business seg-

me.nts, and whether the risk levels ficrd a:,? squivalent.

Our conclusion is that Program Managers (PM'S) have been

able to take advantag- of the bargaining power thzy hold to

nuy goods at substantially lower profit 2argins when capaci-

, ty utilization is Low. The returns earned by contractors on

DOD business are measurably lower than the returns on com-

marcial business during periods of low capacity utilization.

Also, the volatility of caturns is hipi: for DoD business

- , which means the risks are viewed by ain3gement as being

somewhat higher.

3. 1 CONTPAg22_ Pl2UXS
The importance of profit to the rel.ationship bztwi.n "he Doo

and defense ccntractors is forxally racognized in the D•-

fense Acquisition Ragulaticns [DAR 3-308.1(1 ].

it Lp the pqoicy of tae De pta.ment. )f Defenze :o
utilize prof~t to stiaula Ie i :i annt co-:.-I

- pcrfor2anfl. Profit qenerally is - j •asic 1:,)t-
or busimess eaterprise.

October 27, 1993 Chiotir 3
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This profit policy is designed to insira that th- b;st and

most efficient industrial capability will continue to be at-

tracted to DoD work. The policy recognizes that the DOD

must actively compete with the commercial market -:o attract

this capability.

3.1.1 Adeg~u~c ofPoi

Lately, though, the sufficiancy (or largess) of contractor

profitability has boen subj.ct to debate [profit "Study

Group, 1976]. Col. J. R. Woody, for example, haz r-acted

with alarm to reports of relatively low realized zr.turns and

generally higher risks faced by contractors [Woody, 1982].

He feels there is a chance that this situation might conve.rt

the defense business into a "markst of last rasort." There

is also concern that if this attitude prevails among finan-
cial institutions, defanse contractors may have difficulty

obtaining necessary funds during per.3..is of tight credit

[Brown and Stothoff, 1976].
On the cther hand, it has been widely all-ged by organi-

zations such as the General Accounting Dffice (GAO) that d=-
fsnse contractors earn "excessive" profits [U.S. Congress,

1971 ]. The striving for competition in wiapon iyst-ms ac-

quisition is, in largi part, attributabl.e to a growing sonse

of futility--i feeling that efforts to control acquisition

costs through aulits, negotiation and idziastriLativ4 pres-

sure f.ail to reduce this "sxcessive" prfit.
such of the apparent contradiction be-ween -hesze view-

points can be attributed to the lifficulty :ýsear:he:s have

in seasurinj thq profitability of o •. on of i firm's
business. Thcmas, for example, his shodc how :er.-•bly equi-

vocal the process of xllocating corporate ova:head to divi-

sions Can• e (Tbomas, 1969].

3. 1. 1.1 DoD Division *Cost"

Thi performancz of a Aafanse contract is )ft-n accour.!:i for
tn a separate business utit (or _ivi.Din) o- a compoa-..

This obviously aetn. the Prajict 'I.na, is 5 n-- .it -.

OC-.ob-UC N 27, 1983 1Ot. 3
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Just how the contractor accounts for direct costs, and in

how corporate overhead and other indir.ct costs a.-4 allocat-

ed to divisions.

The Cost Accounting Standards Board (CASB) was estab-

lished, largely at the urging of AD" Ri.kovzir, to bring uni-
fortity and consistency to the process of d.termining the

cost of goods produced for the Government. Even though the

CASB no longer exists, its pronouncements live on by force

of law. However, they have fallen somawhat short of bring-
ing total uniformity and consistency To the accounting pro-

cess. Flexibility still exists in several areas.

One example cf continuing flexibility is the allocation
"of home office expenses. Even though Standird 403 addressed

the problem, contractors car. choose among at least three
* bases--payroll, revenue and assets--in determining the

amount of cost the DoD division, and henac its products, is
to absorb. Residuals are allocated by a formula. If the

contractor is so motivated, the method which maximizes
"cost" can be selected--legally.

Standard 1410 deals with ths allocat;.oa of general and ad-

ministrative expenses to final cost objectives. Allowed
biases include materials, payroll and overhead. Again, the

one which maximizes "cost" can be selected.

The allocation of servicq center (a department which

se:4ves manufacturing departments but dogs not itself work on

products, such as machins maintenance) costs is th-e focus of

Standard 418. Here use of either the "reziprocal" or "se-

quential" method is allowed and, under certi:n circunstan-

ces, the "direct" method. Which will t-n3 con!r.actor chooseq?

Finally, allocation of er-gineoring costs is treated in
Standard 420. The contractor can kep, track of the amount

of time spent by -3ngiaeers an DOD work, ind tha-n allocatn
th-e cost directly. Ot he rwis;e, the cost can be inclu.ed in

,a overhead pool and treated ik az.y oZ the ways allowed for

other overhead costs.
in short, we feal rhomas is r.ight. So much .l"xibility

remains that measuring the prc•itzab~i )f oi niao cf a

Octobrar 27, 1963 Chapter 3
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q firm's businass is virtually impossible. The PLOfitability

of a portion of a firmes business can be sign.ificantly al-

tar'rid by using different cost allocatiorL methods. Evin un-

der a c-s P-2 L12 g or fir fixed price- con,:ract, the_
fee ascertained by the government contracting office: as

reasonable does not represent the true profitability of the

government contract.

3-1-2 g~fi La41 j~ CondiLtions

Some of 'the rest 2f the contradiction Zanl be att=4ibut:?d to

the3 fact that the different studioes have beer conducted at

different times, ndca ttie conditions chanq,ý -,hrough

ti me . Ther!e is good reason to believa th-3 relativi profit-

ability of dsfense business may also vary with ccnditions.

It is well-understood that when the economy slackens, and

excess manufacturing capacity grows, (r-2al1) priccs tend to

drop and profit margins weaken (Shapiro and Baumol, 1970).

When demand falls, firms (particularly thosa3 with largsr

fixed costs) tend to engage in vi;gorous pri -ce competition

(Fsrguson, 1969]. Any positive contributi-on (su--plus of
p-ice over d-rect costs) a cotatrgeeae a help

of fset fixed costs. The amount of profit re-ductidon experi-

+.aced should therefor-. be related to th-3 d-acline, i6n capacity

util 1izat io n.

3.1.3 DoD as a Lar~q. gusque

It is undenJiable that the DOD is a piwa:f ul buye~r. The

a.mount o~f targaining povar hild by progra~m mjaa3zC3 (LPMs)

is particularly great In heavly df~o~nd d~:~

such as aerospacs, whatre the Government -4suilly accoa^.ts fzý:-

oi~tveenl 40% ind 60% of total sales. W-- -th4refori stigqast

h-3 following:

ac t ober t) ?~ - - 3
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Pi's should be in an ideal position to take advar.tags

of lulls in capacity utilization--to drive "hard bar-

gains," and buy goods at lower profit margins. Prof-
its earned by contractcrs on DoD business should be

measurably lower than profits on coma rcial business

during periods of low capacity utilization. However,

when the industry is busy--when there is sufficient

total business to require utilization of a large pcr-

tion of capacity--the profitability of DOD busi-ass

must at least reach parity. Otherwisa, industry night

have no incentive to accept DoD orders.

It is this hypothesis we seek to test.

3.2 ISPRPXS L !!&II1!&ION

In the pages that follow, we vill report on -he set :aken

to test the hypothesis that the state of capacity ZA-

tion in the aerospace industry is a d.tarmiaant of the rýl•-

tive profitability of DOD business to coamercial busiasss.

Ve concentrated on firms in thq aerospace industry because

aerospaca firms acount for the largest dollar value propor-

tion of defense acquisiticns. Included dere certain firms

known to be significant aerospace suppliers, but categorized

by TM V!a!u L~ia IjM,2t3 S!rvP/r as "mult-form," "clec-

trical" or "electronics." A- represa-ntatw, although not

ashaustive, list of the firms includad in the study is shown

in Table 3.1.

Ve will begin with a desc:iption of tae data ixamlned.

vex' the topic will turn to the analytical Methods us•i.

Finally, ve will discuss t c results ind soane o) t;, moar

jmportaat impl ications.

October 27, 1983 ihto:,: I
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TABLE 3.1

IExamples cf Firms Studied

BeeinqLockhead

V ought L 4

HuhsArrf General Dynamics
IGeneral Electric Ford AerospaceINort!h I.merican Rockwell Texas Instzument

3.2.1 Ndciptoa of Data

N." The data examined in this study lie In two cateýgorias; cor-

porate data and capacity utilization data. The rslevant

corporate dat~a, including flinncial parfor-mance indicators

and, for reasons soon to be made clear, the volume or DoD

.1business, were extracted from Value Lini. (Actually, jalue

Line indicates the percentage of each company's :revernues

which :Ierive from "Government business." de ised this as a

surrogate for "'DoD business.") Two profitabilit y measures

were cataloyued-- profit as a percentage of sales and profit

as a percentage of net worth.

capacility utilization information wis obtained from ti.
Federal Reserve Board. Unfortunately, capacit tiiato

figures for individual firms are not aviilablke. These data

are thersfore for the aerospacs industy -is a whole.

The time span covered by this analysis is -the last twenty

7!;a,.,s; so all relevant data were collecatsel for 1963 through

1982. The percentage of Govsrnment busineiss was not report-:

med fo." every firm, ev~ry year. Also, tha.-a was signif_1icant.

antry and exit of neaw and old firms *iuring ý:hc0 tweýnty yparZ.

N 9it her of these f-actors constituted a problem, howe-ver,

s~ince ~ach year's data sat was csrtainly :ersna~eof

October 27, 1983 Cha ot cr 3
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the industry, and included approximately 25 fi:~s--a suffi-

cient number to provide statistical confidence in the re-

sults.

3.2.2 Pre~ l ina_ A

"As mentioned earlier, profitability of a portion of a compd-

ny's business is subject to changes when allocation methods

differ. Unless all firms use the same allocation •.thods,

profits of specific segments will not be comparable. In-

deed, no source of financial information routinely reports

the aerospace industry's net rates of return on the specific

segments of interest--DoD versus commercial. Only the

amount of profit earned by the firm as a whola is available

foz analysis. It was therefore necessary for us :o use re-

gression analysis as a dis-aU eqation technique. We will

describe the procedure used and display the results.

d 3.2.2.1 Dis-Aggregation Regressions

For each of the twenty years, the individual firms' p-rcent-

, •ages of Government business werg used cs an Independent

variable, and the two profitability measures catalogued sar-

"lier were treated as dependent variables. Thus, 20 regres-

sions of the fcru Y = a + bX ware produced, tracking re-turn

on sales as a function of percent of Governmen- business

through time. Another 20 rsqressions of the same form

tracked return on net worth as a function of the same inde-
pendent variable. All twenty values of "a" and "b" for both

forms are shown in Table 3.2.

The sharp break in the values contained in the "a" column
* under "Profit on Sales" between 1968 and 1969 is due to a

change in the way this percentage was calculated by Value

Line. This break will turn out to be of no consequence in

the analysis. Our interest will focus :.n :-ie4os taken from

the individual regressions. Only the :atios will be com-

pared through tims.

Each regression was next avalua-ed at 0.X Governmes.s busi-

niss and at 100% Government business. rha ratio of th; le-

October 27, 1983 Chapter 3
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TABL.E 3.2

SProfit as Functicn of Governmeat Business

Profit on Sales Profit on Nat Worth I
Year a b a b
1963 13.30 -0.094 11.30 0.008 I

-- 1964 15.00 -0.102 14.90 -0.024 i
I 1965 14.50 -0.091 15.50 -0.011

1966 12.90 -0.061 15. 10 -0.012
-,1967 9.85 -0.040 14.80 -0.016

1968 11.90 -0.062 13.00 0.007 I
1969 4.58 -0.026 13.50 -0.022
1970 4.92 -0.042 14.50 -0.066

1 1971 3.16 -0.021 7.36 0.002
I 1972 4.66 -0.042 12.90 -0.094 9

1-1973 6.85 -0.074 14.00 -0.068 I
1974 4.86 -0.033 13.60 -0.018
1975 4.11 -0.023 11.80 -0.011

11976 5.27 -0.045 14. 10 -0.007
I1977 4.94 -0.017 13. 10 0.069
1978 5.21 -0.008 14.63 0.052

I1979 6.15 -0.014 19. 10 -0.032
1980 6.64 -0.035 21.40 -0.133

I 1981 6.72 -0.041 20.50 -0.135
1982 5.48 -0.024 11.60 0.010

-ter to the former yields the relative profitability of Gov-

Seminent (DoD) business to commercial basiness, as indicat='d

by the chosen return measure. Using profit on sal-s, for

example, at 0% Government business the return is 13.3%. For

100% Government business we find the raturn is 13.3% - 9.4%

= 3.9%, so the ratio is 3.9 to 13.3, or .29 to 1, or 29%.

The generally lower profit for government business also can

be seen from the naqative values of "b" in rable 3.2.

"3.2.2.2 Smoothing

To help reduce the volatility introducad by the accoun-ing
principla of periodicity, and to widen tha time pe.spsctive

associated with capacity utilization, we used a re.sistant
time ssr•=.s smoother: tol2lc1d by a simple Hanning running

averagr [Vellemar, 1980> Thus, the profitability ratios as

"calculated on both the salps and net worth oases, as well as

tha measure cf capacity utilization, wer.e smoo t hed. The

smoothed data are listed in Table .J3 balow.

October 27, 1983 Chapter 3
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To interpret and illustrate the use of thes- regressions, at

a capacity utilization rate of, say, 851, Form 1 would tell

us to expect a profitability ratio based on sales of about,
-34.5 + 1.00 (85%) 50.5%.

Form 2 would have us expect a profitability ratio based on

net worth of,

12.8 + 0.94 (85%) = 92.7%.

These were roughly the ccnditions of the mid to late six-

ties. But if CU were to drop to, say, 70%, we would antici-

pate

R:S -34.5 + 1.00 (70%) = 35.5%,

and, R:NW= 12.8 + 0.94 (70%) = 78.59.

This is more like the 1973-75 period. rhe reader might like

to not= that the smoothed capacity utilization rate- ir. 1982

was 73.9%. The ragressions predict R:S = 39.4% and R:NW =

82.3%. The actual values wera R:S = 56.91--higher than an-

t4cipated, and 79.31--a bit lower than expected. Not . that

tha positive coefficients indicate that contractors' damand

for higher profit from government contracts increases as the

industry's capacity utilization improves.

Both forms og h-e regression easily pass ons-tail'Ad sta-

tistical siqnificance tests at the .35 confidence level.

The T-ratio values were 1.83 for Form 1 and 1.97 f,;: Form 2.

The critical value of "T" is 1.73 with 18 d-gres of .re4-

dom.

3.2.3.1 Interpretat ion

These ragressions constitute strong sta;istical support for
'.he- original hypothesis that PM's are ible to use their bar-

V,.- gaining powz-r to advantage during Indus-zy lulls in capacity

u!:utilization, but that they must r3ach pirity w'th coam-rciil

business during busy periods. Howevar, h list pot ion rf

that s-atement must be quialified. The- DoD nev P r tacth.-s

profit parity as m~asured by -•turn on ya!e5, 'o the orc':-

October 27, 1983 ch-Apo=: 3
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tion of the DeD procureme-it dollar thit goes to contractor

profits is never as high as is the case for commercial buy-

ers. The approximate smoothed capacity utilization point at

which profit parity could normally be expected on a net

worth basis would be 92.8%; but at no time during the last

N 20 years have we reached that point. Vhis implies the

1976-78 period was abnormal.

Now we turn to an analysis of the risks faced by aero-

space contractors doing business with -ha DOD versus commer-

"cial customers. Here the results will ba less clear.

3.2. 4 Risk Analysis
02"isk" can be defined and measured in several ways. One

view is from inside the firm--through the eyes of wanage-

am1.11 This perspective of risk concerns itself with the

volatility of earnings.

3.2.4.1 Volatility of Earnings

Earnings measures based on sales are geasrally less impor-

tant to management than returns on net worth, so we will

adopt the latter as our metric for risk aeasurement from the

; viewpoint of the firm.

Management must budget cash flows anl exhibit appealing

picures of net income growth. These tasks are mads easier

if earnings are stable and predictable than if retarns are

volatile. All things equal, management would prefer stable

returns. Said another way, if the earnings rates on a par-

ticular lina of business are more volatile, management will

seek a higher awriae_ rate of return as compensation.

We have established above that averng- :rturns (as minas-

•,44 ured on net worth) have been generally lower on DoD business

durinq the last 20 years than the r-turns on commercial

business have been. At this stage, howaver, wa need :o ccs-

pare volatility.

Returning to the preliminary analysis, we a-s ay.d -he

-j dis-aggregated r--turns on net worth for 0% Governmenr. busi-

ness in one group ind !or 100% Governmart business in in-
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other. Next, we calculated the standard deviations of the

two groups, as indications of their volatility. The_ stan-

dard deviation of returns on DoD work was 4.2%; tha same

number for ccmmercial business was 3.21. Not only are re-

turns lower for DoD business, but tha risks as viewed by

management are somewhat higher. This obsarvation ixplains

the necessity of reaching (or exceeding) parity with commer-

cial profitability when capacity is pushad. All things

aqual, management's preference from a :isk/r.turn viewpoint

would be for ccmmercial work.

I 3.2.4.2 Stock Price Volatility

Another measurement perspective for risk is to viaw volatil-

ity of returns through the eyes of the financial mark.ts:

in this case, the market for equity seaurities. Two meas-

ures are relsvant-total risk and "systematic" risk.

Total risk is simply the volatility of returns to the

equities market. Value Line measures this with a "Price

Stability Index" (PSI), cn a scal- of zero 7.o 100. The

"higher the number, the more stabla th3 firm's stock price

and, therefore, total returns to the market.

The analysis method used here was to take the most re'ent

PSI and "percent Government business" figures fo: the firms

in the industry, and to again run a regression. Thi 'oeffi-

ciant ("b") was -0.38, with a T-ratio .,f -2.68. This im-

plies, for example, that if a firm's pec=-ntag- of DOD busi-

-nss were to rise by 10%, its PSI would dmcline by ibou 3..8

points. Total risk, as seen through the fi~nancil mark'ts

eyes, is alsc higher.

total risk is a relevant factor to small invzstj-s who

ma y hold tha securities of only a few firms, but ins-t-u-

t tional investors and mutual funds are aole to :oli sharis of

i sufficiently largs number of companies so a.s to diversify

away part of the risk. Ths portion of total :isk which can-

"not be diversifi-d away is tr3ed "3systematic .isk" and cin

b- measured by a stock's "beta." This mmisu-: (also -•p~r:-

1c. by jalue Lin,) indicates -he i-x:enL to which :h• :e.u.ns

October 27, 1983 zahlpts: 3
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from bolding a particular firm's stock are correlated to the

returns from holding all cther securities.

Again, we ran a rsgression; this time to see whether
"beta" can be associated with the percentage of DOD busi-

nass. But here the coefficient was trivially small and sta-

tistically insignificant indicating no association.

3.2.4.3 Intetpretation

The signals deriving from the risk iialysis section are

slightly mixed, bat interpretable. It is a firm's beta

which requires higher financial returns in the securities

markets. We did find the betas for a9rospace firms to be

higher than the market average, indicating aerospace is a

riskier industry, but the majqnitude of beta was independent

of the percentage of DoD work undertaken. This means that

the amount of DoD ousiaess done by a firm should not have an

impact on its ability to raise equity capital. This inter-

>- pretation may be substantiated by the fact that the Govern-

ment typically finances a portion of the. funds naeded by a

major weapon systems contractor through government furnished

Sequipment, progress payments, etc.

However, total risk was positively issoc.Lated with the

percentage of DoD business, meaning the ownership of high

DoD-percentage firms' securities is likely to be con entrat-

ed in the hands of institutional investors. This may be a

social issue.

:•;g3.3 gOC_,1S;hS10S AND INPPLICATIONS

Saveral conclus-ion3 which hav- implica ions for acq,1isition

management can be drawn. The real objectiva of this Chapter

has been to examine carefully the availible dat- so as to

provide answers to the following questiýýns:

October 27, 1983 Zhaoter 3
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1. Is the profitability of DoD contracts influ-

enced by the state of capacity utilization in

the industry?

-2. How profitable are the major iarospace contrac-

tors in their DoD versus comm-3rcial business

• * "segments?

3. Given risk levels faced by contractors, is the

return earned on DoD businass aquival:nt tc

that of commercial work?

The answer to the first question is "yes." Program lanagers

(PM's) are able to take advantage of the large amount of

bargaining power they hold to drive "hard bargains"--to buy

goods at substantially lower profit margins--when capacity

utilization is low, but must pay higher p.rices when capacity

is "pushed." This causes profits to risa when the industry

is busy, and to fall during slack periois.

The profits earned by contractors on DOD businsss are

maasurably lower than profits earned on commercial busi-

n9ss---particularly during periods of low capacit.y u-ziliza-

tion. Figure 3.1 reveals 1976 through 1978 to havy been th.

only time pericd covered by this study luring which DoD-re-

lated returns have exceeded those on zo,,ercial business.

Even though DoD-r lated profits increase relative to commer-

cial-work profits as capacity utilization rises, wo wculi

not normally expect the t'o profit rates to be equal to one

another until the 92.3% point is reaci.id (:n a smoothed ba-

sis). At no time during the last 20 y-ars has this occur-

red.

The lower returns found for DoD business might bs accep-

table if the attendant risks were lower. dow.vez, non-e Of

"the three risk measures used shows DOD -ocx to be 1ese :-_,ky

than commercial. In fact, Magement is ap-. to prf-.r coM-

mercial work because -he vclatili.y o• rpru.- on net wcrth

-s lower. Total market risk, as measuz-d by the ?SI, is

alsc lower fir firms with hi4.mer prcporti~ns of rnm-zrcial
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business. Beta is comparable for diffe-rant weightings of

the two segments, though, which implias higher average re-

turns are not necessary to attract equity capital.

In short, there appears to be reason for concern but not

for alarm. Capital generation should not be an especially

difficult problem for the aerospace industry, but the dis-

tribution of the shares of stock of those firms who tend to

specialize in DoD work will he more concentrated in the

hands of larger investors.

The more difficult task will be to find soae way to im-

prove management's outlook on the risk/return relationship

for DoD business. This might be done :n sither of two ways.

One. would be to :eiuce Government's voracity for "hard bar-

"gains" when industry is slow. The other is to be willing to

allow higher prcfit levels when capazity utilization is

highs Either way, we must recognize the undeniable fact

that the industry's capacity utilization situatioa is a ma-

Jor determinant of the price the Government must pay for ma-

jor weapon systems.

S27 1983
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Chapter 4

"DETERMINANTS OF PRICE

In the field of major weapon systems acquisition, cost esti-
"4, mation, always a difficult problem, is mad, even more ardu-

ous when the procurement is conducted under dual-souirce ccm-

"p•etition. "Rule of thumb" quantifications of ths savings

resulting from competition have been disappointingly unreli-

x able. It is prchably even fair to say that we do not yet

fully understand exactly how and when competitior pr':duces

savings. The research which has been done on the known his-

tories suggests that dual sourcing of major weapon systems

has resulted in adde_1 life cycle costs as often as it has

produced savings (Beltramo and Jordan, 1982]. Surely this

his not been intentional.

Most recent attempts to sharpen our cost estimation abil-

ities have focused on adding a production rata t:rm to the

conventional learning curve model [Smith, 1980]. However,

the magnitude (and even the direction) of the effect on to-

til program cost of altering production rates is sot always
f- areseeable--particularly under dual sourcag. So 'ts in-

clusion in the model, while often helpful, sometimes l9ads

the analyst astray.

"In !his Chapter we explore a possibility -hat the affect
of competition on the cost of acquiring major weapon systea3

under dual sourcing can more reliably be estimated by sub-

stituting dn industry capacity util;zatioa concept fir thl

production rate concept. Simply said, the hypothasis is

that:

compet-ition produces great•ar sav-igs Vnia fizn3 ie

j "hungry;" th4 indust:y .• ver ctve, dual

socu: cing i Z o lit tl e bo no a s i c3s A, Iu ce.

.OctOb,: 27, 1983--
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4..1 1h!1RETICAL BACKGROUND

Two basic economic concepts should b. Caviewed pricr to mov-

ing into the details of the analysis. The firs: is that

typical sanufacturing organizations have average unit cost

functions that are U-shaped with raspezt to production vol-

ume. The other is that competing firms, particularly in the

durable equipzent industries, tend to bid (real) sslling

prices down during economic slumps. we will briefly examine

"each of these ccncepts.

•i! •~. 1.1 _Avera_.e Uni~t Cost_

The generality of U-shaped unit cost functions is well

grounded in economic theory [Bi='rman and Dyckaan, 1976;

Brennan, 1960]. as an illustration, consider Figure 4.1.

Here the firm's average unit cost is assuzed to be minimized

at a rate of output which requires use of about 70% of its

productive capacity.

* I' Uni t
cost

*-:<" - I I5I

4" Capicitv
0 50 100

"-I iura u1. U-Shapsd Avpr:aa3 Unit Cost

The dovrvard slope of ths cost curva at lowv: ictivi-y

,lvels is caused by spreading fixed costs over an

"nuaber of un•.:-.zz output ri=ses. zvyntually, Iower,

. point is r:eched vhere iisoconoiizs of scail begin -o set
in. Third-s i t n-esiums cr over-_mi n;.ght be :eqiir- t.

tOzobe: 27, 1483 Uo'=
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perhaps less efficient "spare" machinery is brought into

use. Idle time might increase as more maintenance must be

done while production is in progress. It might be necessary

for the firm to increase its reliance on subcontractors. If

the subcontractors' capacities are also "pushed," this could

"further aggravate the problem.

Production rate researchers have usually shown an aware-

ness of the U-shaped curve [Bemis and Fargher, undated; Cox

and Gansler, 1981]. Unfortunately, these same researchers

have used single-parameter, ever-decreasing versions of the

rate term in their empirical analyses. However, some of

these works have shown positive production rite exponents,

implying the data indeed came from a satting such that the

firms' rates of activity placed them beyond the degree of

capacity utilization associated with lowest avarage unit

cost [Kratz, et al., undated; Smith, 1976].

In fact, the effect cn unit cost of changing a firm's

production rate depends on its physical ficilities, its la-

bor/capital relationship, and on the imount of o-.her busi-

ness the contractor has at the time of the change. Ev~n the

tshae of the rate/cost curve, in addition to the slope, dif-

fers from case to case. Therefore no universal par-estar

value for th. production rate impact exists.

4.1.2 Competition Ln e C4 aacit[

When the Pconcmy slackens, and excess manufacturing capacity

grows, (real) p-izes tend to drop and profit margins weaken

[Shapiro and Baumol, 1970). This meains that if a s;lli4n

pKice curve were superimpcsed on the cost curve illustzitsd

in Figurs 4.1, its minimum point would tand to li=e to the

left of 70%.

If demand falls even further, firms (particulirly those

with larger fixed costs) tend to sngage in vtgorois Q-ica

coapet:t-on [Ferguson, 1969. Any positiv÷ c-ntr:"but-ion

(Selli*. price- less direct ca-st) caa help offsetý f _*x

costs. The rzult of this i-tense coupetit - t.he
Minimu: poin: Cf ths Sel5014q P:ic" curva (Vhin ýS

octo tar 27, ¶l3 ChŽ-.r
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curve for th- buyer) lies even further to the left, and is

probal- below the cost curve, meaning the firm would be op-

erating at a loss.

* We should ncte that without competition there would be no

ingnt-_vlo for the firm to lower its selling price. There-

fore the ability of a buyer to take advantage of .xcass ca-

pacity to reduce cost is dependent on tha existe.-ce of com-
petition. Said a-other way, the amoun: :f savings which can

be attributed to competiticn should be in iersely related to

the state of capacity utilization in th. 'aJustry.

In the preceeding chapter, we have s':ow- that the size of

profit from Government contracts increases with an increase

of industry capacity utilization. In this chaptaz, we will
test to see whether capacity utilization has an impact on

the final purchase price paid b7 DoD.

4.2 is Em~rRICAL EXAMhINATIONI

In the pages that foUow, we report the steps we took t•

test the hypothesis *hat the state of capacity utilization

in the relevantt industzy is useful in) ut information for an
analyst who is atteupting to estimate tha cost of weapons to

be acquired under dual source competition. We will begin

with a description of the data examined. A simple plausi-

bility check of the hypothesis will follow. Next, the con-

struction of the rate and capacity utilization models which

were compared will be describad. Finally, we will show the

results obtained with t~e two models.

L4.2.1 Description of Da1ta

The data examined in this portion of :hi study lie in two

Scategoaie--proqram data and zapacity utiliza-.on data. Ve

vi,2. briafly desc.ibe each.

The Drogric, datia lescribe tht ihqiisitio.% hwstories of

siven. weapons whicb wdre dual sourced (af-': a bri.f ?ereod
V s - r c ...cument. 1!J "ta 41:1 zupplied by

S:':nc: Applications, I:c. (SAL) .They iz. listal i Appn-
Si X A . shculd be amphasizzd nhat -:.-is roup ý:ý.s._,tuteqs

Oct.ober 27, 19d C• Th.ter
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the entZ2 cesu af major weapon systams for which virif -

ble price data are readily available.

The prices were converted t!) fi1scal year 1972 lollars by

applying the DOD inflaticn index. Pri-as were cons'idered

more relevant than contractor cost becauase of the procurg-

ment perspective, and becausa pricas capture the effe4cts of

varying amounts of profit from Government buzsiness under

different market environments. Prices also ref1zct t-he ef-

facts of "gaming," which is so prsval-ent in dual sourcing.

Unfortunately, capacity utilization figures for individu-

al firms are not available. The capazit.y ut.~lizatior data

are therefor:? for the argospaca irlustry. Th.esi data were

also used in the preceeding analysis of profit.

4.2.2 A
As a simple plausibility check of the hypothe-sis, thre data

reported in Tabla 4. 1 were assembled. The program savings

(loss) data wers ta ken f ica SAI'1 3 rep) rt ( Beltramo --rd Jor-
Vdan, 1982]. The capacity utilizationis were averages of the?

innual fi guros for thq aerospace industry for the yslars duc-

ing which dual-sourc-, procur-exent was in eaffect for- each

p -oqram.

TABLEE 4.1

.~Prqlim2inary EHypo-:hesis Zhack

Percent savirjs Avi;rAge Cpacity
I Procureznt or (Lossk Due Utilizati~on Durin4

-rgam '.0 Competition Dual Sourz Pha se 4

26.0 o3.5
q RockayQ Bipb 70.9q

Bullpu I GN-128 M 76.2
Sh Vadh isl 871.
NK4 oro-edo 30.S "1.

ISid~windai_ AllIt-9 D/G (71.3) 82.3

Oc~oh 27t 1583 4
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By examining Table 4.1, the reader can confizm that SAI

' determined that cnly three of the seven programs generat.d

sufficient savings from competition to more than cffset the

iavestments required to obtain them. (ra calculating these

1• savings, Beltramo and Jordan followed the racommended proce-

dure Cf applying a 1U% discount rate to the estimated cost

T savings, and deducting the cost to the buyer of establishing

competition.) In Aach o2 the three "savings" cases, idus-

try capacity utilization averaged less than 80% during th-

dual source phase of the procurement. Each time a loss r.-

"sulted from competition, capacity utilization was running

above 80%.

Our interpretation of this .,reliminary check is that it

tends to support the general hypnthesis. Greater savings do

appear to have r-2sulted frcm competition when capacity uti-

lization was relatively low. Indeed, implementation of dual

sourcing when capacity utiliz- n was hi.gher than about 80%

seems to have been, in retrosp-.;t, unwit-a.

Encouraged by these results, we decided to io ahead w'ith

the actual modeling of a cost 9stimatioa proc;,dur-a which

would allow the analyst to take full advantage of capacity

li-ilization forecasts. We felt the rýsult of this attemp-

should be comparel for performance with the best learning

c-arve/producticn rate model we could co.astruct using the

same data and procedures.

4.2.j The Models--General Forn

" The two models compar-ad in this analysis hav-. tht following

ge ne ral forms:

SI Production rate model;

ab'"' P ; kQ H•

Capacity utilization model;

a c dMt¶ f
P PkQ U 9 C.

October 27, 1983 Chapter 4
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The production rate model is conventiolal in form. The "QI"

term represents the "mid-point" qua--. -y associated with the

particular buy. Lot size is used as - surrogate for produc-

tion rate, as is the case in virtually all other studies

dealing with rates. Given the lack of detailed production

%ate data, the use of lot size seems to be reasonable. "P,"

of course, is the average price for the buy, while "k," "a"

and "b" are parameters.

The capacity utilizaticn model eliminates production rate

as an input and substitutes in its place "U," the smootaed

utilization percentage for the industry. We used a resis-

tant time series smoother followed by a simple Hanning run-

ning average to widen the time perspective associated with

"capacity utilization (see Vellaman, 1980]. The term carries

"c" as its parameter. In t' eory, utilization rates can

range from 0% up to 100%, or pertiaps ev-en higher for brief

periods of time. The actual smoothed data set included

measures ranging from a low of 69.2% in 1960 to a high of

89.2% in 1967. For unsmcothed, individual years, the range

for the annual data was 63.5% (1971) to 91.9% (1966).

Since the amount of savings presumedly depends on the

form of competition in effect, two dummy mode variable.s were

added (see "Capacity utilization model" above);

M=1 if the buy was under iual sourcing, 0 otherwise;

N=1 if competition was winuer-take-all, 0 otherwise.

The parameter for M is "d:" for N, "f." Raising the con-

stant, a, to the resulting powers -auses a parallel shift in

the log form of the learning curve.

"-"4.2.4 Derivina Parameters
To place parameters .n the models, we first used r:gression

,41 to fit a log fotm of the two candida: 4 models to the data

described in each of the seven acquisition histories liste4d

.n Tble 4.1 and shown in Appeniix A. Since these weapons

were procured under dual scurcing, we lerived separate mod-

els for each of the two suppli-rs.

October 27, 1983 Chaoter 4
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4.2.4.1 The Rate Model

Taking the rate zodel first, we ran both simple :.gressions

using aach independent variable separately, and multiple re-

gressions--so that the best forecasting tool each form of

the model was capable of producing could be built. In most

cases the rate term was not statistically associated with

the price charged by the original sourca. However, the rate

term usually was significant for the second source.

The next step was to deteraine parameters for the rate

form of the general forecasting models, using the values de-

rived for the individual programs. This was accomplished

two ways: first by determining the median values of the pa-

rameters in question, and then by calculating th÷ mean val-

uss with anomalous observations removed. The resulting

original-source models were:

With median values;
! -0.313 -0.183

I P =kQ R
With mean values;

-0. 316 -0.183
P =kQ R

The second-source iodels were:

With median values; I

-0. 323 +0.560 1

P kQ R

I with mtian values;
-0.324 +0.287

I P kQ R I

The learning rates implied by the values of "3" are all

close to 80%, and the value of "b" found for th: original

sourcq is amazingly close to the -0.19 valua derived by Bem-
is and Fargher in their earlier study of a'zrraft data

[undated]. The positive exponents for thi, rate zrm in th4

sacond-source models may seem odd; but a possible explana-

October 27, 1983 Chapter 4
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tion lies in the fact that if the sazond-sourca wins the

take-out bid it, in effect, becomes a sole sourca after the

dual-source comptetion is over. This event is accompanied

by increases in both production rates and selling prices.

It has also been suggested that the second source may be fa-

cilitized at a lower level than the ori;inal firm. It would

therefore be more efficient at lower production rates, but

becomes less so as rates rise [U.S. Army, 1980; Carrick,

1982].

4.2.4.2 The Capacity Utilization Model

A similar procedure uas used in deriving parameters for the

capacity utilization model. However, we first included all

identifiable independent variables, including rate. The

rate term was found to be statistically significant only

onc-,. The remaining terms therefore spazified the surviving

form of the model.

Only significant parameter values from the individual

progra, s were retained. In the 3 of the second-source

version, this meant dropping all but the 'IQ" and "N" vari-

ables. The models were constructed in both the median- and

mean-value forms. For the original sourue, we found:

With median values;

-0.278 + 1.250 -0.201H -0.854N i
P = kQ U a •I I

With mean values; I
I I

-0.260 +1.765 -0.201M -0.354N I
P = kQ U e e • I

The second-source yodsls were.

With median values; I1 I
-0.174 -. 520N

P kQ .

With mean values;

-0.214 -. 32014
PkQ

October 27, 1983 Chipter 4
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Again, the parameter values seem to make intuitivs sense.

The positive exponents for the capacity utilization tesr fit

"the hypothesis, and the negative coefficients for the compe-

tition mode terms imply there is a downward price shift whe n

competition is implemented. This will be discussed in

greater detail later--and will be qualified in the case of

winner-take-all buy-outs.

It may at first seem odd that the exponent of "Q" is
"flatter" (and more variable) for the sacond source than for

the original. However, recall from the analysis in Chapter

2 that it is in exactly this kind of situation that pricing

strategy, or gaming, plays its most prolific :ola. And, as

discussed in Chapter 3 in a division allocation context, the

Cost Accounting Standards Board (CASB) gave contractors am-

ple opportunity to make adjustments of the "cost" of prod-

ucts. This flexibility extends to temporal adjustmants.

Standard 409, for example, addresses depreciation meth-

ods. The contractor is allowed to elect among any of the

methods normally available for financial reporting. These

,include (but ar not limited to) straight line, d-clining
balanca, sum-of-years'-digits and depreciation by use.= Such

elections cause the relative costs of "earlier" vcrsus "lat-

er" units to appear higher or lower so as to "cost justify"

ditferrn't pricing strategies.

The acquisition cost of mats-rials ii treated in Standard

411. The contractor can decida among LIFO, FIFO, average

cost or specific identification. Each of t hemse produces

temporal differences in the cost of product durtng periods

A of changing materials costs.

Standards 414 and 417 affec-t tha cost of d-.przciable fa-

cilities and matýrials, therefore. increasae the magnizude of
the felxibility enjoyed under 409 and -11. Bu. thire ari

fraedoms within 414 and 417 which furthe-r :,xacea:bate the

problem.

None of this is intended as a condemnation of iccounting

principles, or of the :esults of the CASB e.ffort. W hopp

only make the reader awarz of th- re4lati.ve w'

October 27, 1983 C- r
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which a contractor can "adjust" the cost of products to suit

the situation, both absolutely and trmporally.

4.2.5 Testing the Hojels

Due to the limited number of major weapon system histories

for programs which have been dual sourcal, the only availa-

ble data for testing the two models' performance are the

ones used for the derivations. This is not the best of re-

search procedures, but at least it will produce an indica-

tion of the ability of the methodically derived generala forecasting models to accommodate accurately the individual-

ities of the programs.

The basic plan of the test is to use each model to fore-

cast at the onset of procurement what the total procurement

cost "will be" for each of the seven programs, thein to com-

pare the actual cost to the forecast. We examine only pro-

curement cost because that is the functional purpose of both

of the models under consideration. Our criteria for compar-

ison will include means and standard d.viations of both the

arithmetic and absolute errors as measured by percentage

cost underrun cr overrun from forecast =ost.

It was necessary to make some assumptions about just how

the models would be used to make forecasts. To place each

on an eaal footing, it was assumed that the price, quanti-

ty, production rate and smoothed capacity utilization were

all known for the first lot. This enabled "k" to be evalu-

ated, as it was the last remaining term. It was further as-

sumed that the values of the independent variables could be

forecast with accuracy. This last assumption insured t at

we were testing the models, and not the forecas'.iag accuracy

of the inputs.

The actual implementation was not difficult. First, the

lot "mid-points" ware calculated. The conventional formula,

((Q+I)/3)+0.5, was used tc determine th. lot "mid-point" for

the first lot. Lat sizes were used as surrogates for pro-

duction rates as in the derivations. Smoothed capacity uti-

lization measures werq used. The dual-source modt t=rm was

Octobar 27, 1963 Chapter 4
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dropped (I'M set to zero) when capazity utilization was

greater than 801%.

The use of the winner-take-all tara rqquir,=s special

elaboration. We noticed from the historis, as hav te

r-asearchers, that a winner-take-all, take-out bid situation
eseen to produce in unusually low price onl~ one The

price rises again after the first winne3r-tike-all buy, as

the winner, in effect, becomes a sole sourca. This charac-

tarist-ic is particularly evident in the TOW anid Sidewinder

AIM-9D/G histories. We therefore exercised the wi'nn=er-taka-

all term in the estimating model onl for the fis- buy un-

dir this form cf competition. Aftsr that point it was ig-

no red. VIN" was reset to zero; i.e., tha w-'nnzz became a

sole-source supplier.) Now consider the summary of -esults

WIMA in Table 4.2. clearly, the capacity utilizatiJon amodel has

outperformed the rite model in ev.e-ry test.

TABLE 4.2
I ~Summary Results of Tasts

Arithmetic Abs-olu -e
Er ror Error'I serc ent ac, Percentage

IRati. odel:
I Med ian Parameter

Version ...... 27.24.
I(9 3.1) (68.6)

Mean Parameter
Version ...... 4i 60.6

Ca aityOtil~zat~on Model:

Man, Parameter 3.

Tiaverage ~arithmetic and absoIluteeror i::- lowý: for ei-

thqr version of the capcw yuiiainmdltt- o ei-
ther vr--rsion of th--: rate model. In !:i~oa h4 low~r

s-zandard devtati~ns (shown in pa :css)idicate th pro-

Octobeýr 27, 1963
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gram-to-program variations of actual from forecast cost are

lower under the capacity utilization moial.
We view this outcome as strong support for our original

hypothesis. But there are additional insights gained from

the research which bear elaboration.

4.3 IMPLCATIO1 oI _ZINVINGS_

Several conclusions which have impli-ations for both cost

estimation and acquisition management can be drawn from this

study. First, it seems clear that the procurement cost of

"major weapon systems could more closely be estimated by us-

ing a capacity utilization concept in place of the produc-

tion rate concept when thee pracurement is conducted under
co ettnio. There is no reason to believa prices raac- to

"hungriness" when an acquisition prograi is conducted with-

out competition.

Some of the details -f the analysis enable us to draw

conclusions which ire relevant to the way acquisition pro-

grams are managed. For example, the capacity utilization

term itself was nearly always statisticilly significant, and

in the predicted (positive) direction. we interpret this as

meaning there is a price reduction in reaction to a change

in cpDactiy utilization whenever there is a q nuins thraa

of cospetitiox.

others have also suggested the existence of savings from

the threat of competition [including 8eltramo and Jordan,

1982], but now we can quantify the effect. Itf w use the

median model parameter value of 1.25 foC the "U" t-rm, a de-

cline in capacity utilization from, say, 80% to 75ý could be

expected ta produce a 7.8% prize savings from ths :_-iginal

source just as a rle.'ult of the threat of coopet--tion. This

gives some indication of the benefits which can be expected

as a result of stops such as clear Governaent ownership of

the technical da-a package.

The r-mainder of the analysis provided additionil support

for the notion that isplementation of dual sourcing prcduces

sa vings only when capacity u:ilization is less than isout

October 27, 1983 Ch 'r
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80%. The dual-source mode term was significant only for

"Bullpup and TOW, but nearly significant for Rockeye. These

waze the three programs identified ia Table 4.1 as having

produced savings as a result of competition. The obvious

conclusion is that dual sourcing should not be implemented

unless utilization is expected to be that low. But the pa-

rameter value tells us to expect an 13.2, average savings

from implementation under these low-utilizatýion conditions.

The insights gained by our examination of the winner-

take-all term may also have policy implications. We found

the first price paid in a take-out bid situation to have

been much lower--the jarameter suggests a 57.4% savings--as

participants try to "buy the market;" but that the savinqs

do not extend beyond that first buy. The situation seems to

revert to one of sole source.

We feel that knowledge of the state of capacity utiliza-

tion in the industry in question is an important component

to the correct management of the acquisition of major weapon

systems under competition. However, wa must awphasize that

more research is aeeled to deepen our ability to use such

concepts. Fcr example, might the basiz method be even mor4

reliable if the capacity utilization measures used were

firm-specific rather than composites for the industry? Are

there ways to "customize" the parametqrs for a specific pro-

gram to improve the iccuracy of the forecasts? How could

winnar-take-all compititicns more sff-ctively be managed?

Ts there a way to split dual-source awards so as to take ad-

v-intaqe of the "hungriest" of competitors? What forecasting

t.chniques can be-t bB employid to prediz: capacity utiliza-

-ion?

October 27, %53 Chapter 4
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Chapter 5

ZSPLZRIUTATION AND COMCLUSIONS

Based on the analysis contained in Chapter 4, we conclude

that knowledge of the state of capacity utilization in the

aerospace industry is an impoetant coaponaent of the correct

management of acquisition programs when competition is in

effect. However, more research is need•l to implement these

concepts with any confidence. For example, wv found in Ta-

ble 4.1 (reproduced as Table 5. 1 below) that the economic

savings or loss experienced as a result of dual sourcing can

largely be explained by the state of capacity utilization

during the dual-source phase of procurement. But how is ona

to know prior to the moment of procurement just what capaci-

ty utilization will be? It is necessary to forecast.

TABLE 5.1

A Prelininary Hypothesis Check

Annual

Percent Sa vings &ye9age capcty IPro!curement or (Lossi . •ue Ut 1 zat on During
Program to Competition Dual Source Phase

TOV 26.0 63.5
Rockaye Sonb 25.5 70.9
Bull AGN-12B 13.7 76.2
ShillelTdh ssil3 . 87.0
Sparrow 18l-7F 5.3 81.6
M_-46 Torpedo (30.9| 91.6
Sidavindek 413-9D/G 171.3 82.3

In this final chapter we will discuss the possibility of

implementation. of specific interest will be our ability to

make before--.be-fact use of tha 180% rulew" is a •:it:ical,

money-saving procurement tool.

October 27, 1983 Z•-ee 5
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5.1 FORECASTING _IjI IjTfLIZATION

What forecasting techniques can best -3 employed to predict

capacity utilizati3n? By examining the plots of monthly

utilization data (Appendix B contains the data, Appendix C

the plots) one can discern that the aarospacq industry has

experienced significant swings which seea to follow a cycli-

cal pattern. We have shown tha peaks and v-llays sinc Jan-

uary, 1952, in Table 5.2.

TABLE 5.2

Swings in Monthly Capacity itilization

Capacity Interlude
Event Date Utilization From Last

Peak August 1953 92.0%

Valley December 1954 70.8

Peak March 1957 88.5 44 months

Valley June 1960 63.7 66 acnths

Peak August 1966 94.2 11j months

Valley April 1971 61.7 130 months

Peak November 1979 92.1 159 aonths

clearly, tcth the peak-to-peak and the valley-- -vallqy

int~rlodes have grovn throughout the peziod covered, but the

averagis ar3 shown in Table 5.3. These lita Live testimony

to (a) stable cycle extremss and (b) longer racovi:ies than

de cl ines.

Tablas 5.2 and 5.3 leave an imprissin -hA -:ni- szi):s

aethods 3ight offgr foresight. This tur-n ou- b-" trua,

but cal• tc a limited extqnt.

Octobl. 27, I183 J:•p-: 5
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TABLE 5.3 1
Average Capacity Utilizatiia Swings I

Average Peak 91.7% I

Average Valley 65 .4%

Average Peak-to-Pesk Interluda 105 months

Average Valley-to-Valley Interluda 98 months

Average Peak-to-Valley Interlude 37 aonths

Average Valley-to-Peak Interlude 68 months 1

5.1.1 Time Series methods Applied

The most powerful time series models ara of the Box ind Jen-

kins family ( 1976]. They are capable of fitting zrend, cy-

cle and seasonal patterns of great va:iaty to suffi-iently

large data zets. The particular version we used is th3

ARIMA, which was adapted for HINITAB by Professor W. ?- Ker

of Iowa Stata University C 1977].

For those who wish to duplicate our :estuts, thz ve:z.on

we used whenever possible was,

A8IHIA (0 0 1) (0 1 11 K,

where K was .he length of the list observable ave:av .

lude prior tc implementation of thq procurament p.-•jram.

When the size cf the data set would not permit this hrz, w4

used a slightly weaker version,

A3I?1A (0 0 1) (0 0 11 K.

These models ve:t used to obtain i .or.ezst of capic.:!y .i-4-

lization for each program. I3 -ach case thA fo:--c•-t wvs

produced n • ense_ o• croar•;n-_ which vws -hr.:

sole-sou.c'e modA.. The fo:ecaat was ..•)r aarozpac• -•uy

* ct pa city utýiiza~iin at thA midI2.i )f ",-a tiaQ peri-,,!~i

waich dual--.u:cý procuremeat was -o taka place. 'r.

the forecas-. w:, for 30 to 86 m•.-hs i.eid. Tna i,,i

'.cluding ih- lecisions which arrn-i:•t; by bl.4!,- tis-:

thi 080% rul," ?a:t: given in Tibl i4..

October 27, 19k3 .. - .
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TABLE 5.4

Forecasts of Capacity Utilization

Forecast ing

Periods -U Indicated
Program Ahsad Foracast Decision

TOW 30 84.7% Sole
Rockeye Bomb 72 79.1 Dual
Bull.pup kG-12B 54 79.4 Dul
Shill la h Hissile 30 73.5 Dual
Sparrow AI3-7F 84 80.2 Sol-
N -46 Torpedo 36 31.4 Sole
Sidswinder AIN-9D/G 48 77.9 Dual

5.1.1.1 Outcome

Since the actual decisions, of course, were to duai. source,

wa can compare the effect of using ths capaci-y utili7ation
concept as implementqd through a pre-program time series

forecast by quantifying the impact on the rost of ths three
changed decisions. This is done in Table 5.5.

TABLLE 5.5 1
Oatcomes Using the Holel

4

Percent uY723Gain G-ii
Prcg:•m (Loss) (Loss)

Harrow At!4-7? 225:.0)
N -46 Totpedo 30.9 1J•.) I

Tota I G ain 114.2

Scse axplinatieq of tbe informati3n cona-.ined in Tabli

5.5 is riquirad. Firs-., the outcome vould change only if
"thi docisicn regariing lual-iourcing were -. ahdaq4. X de-

ci.sicn chauge resulted only for TOW, Spa::ow in-4 th4 -e 6

progqams. In the case of .Oi this was u.f-).t.nei.. Thq

"correct" decision, dual scurce, vas in fAct 3ade, but th•
usz ct t.h- tive-serias f•o-cs-! and thz tj) :ule wo,11'i hav14

Oc-obr 27, 1583 IM'.-r i
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produced a sub-optimal, scle-source dacision. The conse-
quence of this mistake would have been to forgo the 26A ;av-

ings SAI estimated to have actually resulted from dual-
- sourcing this program. Based on procurement costs, this

works out to a FT72$93.7 million opportunity loss. This

loss "resulted" from a failure of relatively simple time-se-

ries methods to forecast the deep industry slump which oc-

curred in 1971--the exact time period during which TOW was
dual sourced. However, the outcome would have been be-n~fi-

cial for the Sparrow and rWK-46 programs. More than FY725200

million in losses could have been avoided.
It should be pointed out that the method made wrong deci-

sions in the cases of the Shillelagh and SidewiDler programs

as well, hut these m4ere the actual decisions and ther:fore

do not constitute an incremental loss.

In sammary, we find the time-series concep4 (as imple-
mented) to be disappointingly unreliable as an implementa-

tion tool even though application of the method would have

saved a net of more than 7T72S100 million on these seven

programs. Three of the seven "decisions" were wrong.

5.1.1.2 Improvements Needed
Ve feel it would be necussary to make improvements i.n otr

ability to forecast aerospace capacity atilization befcrc it
could actually be usel as a decision variable. However, th9

methcds we applied were no more than viry tentative and rx-

ploiatory. There are many ways of foruapsting the sovemtnt.

of economic indicators [see Nelson, 113]. Surely fui-h-sr

:isearch effort could vastly improve this key -tsp to ixp4-

.iencing the savings which are ichiovabe.

95.2 2T!Oin LpLffj!XAj. ISSUES
TIe forecasting of capacity u.... ti on but one .-- c *.:

thr. total i.lenentation process. .. 43 plrameta:s C! -hj

model aust be quantifiea as vwll.

The analysis in Chapter 4 shlow'id thi: tha capacity

:ition aodil "_it-so the data to: Y -:?v.in prigr ms -e- -

-October 2', 1•13 Ch -%
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produced a sub-optimal, scle -so urce dacision. The conse-

juence of this mistake would have been to forgo the 26,,Y sav-

ings SAI estimated to have actually resulted from dual-

sourcing this program. Based on procuremant costs, this

works out to a F172S93.7- million opportunity loss. This

loss Oresulted" from a failure of relatively simple timq-se-

rios methods to forecast the deep industry slump which oc-

curred in 1971--the exact time period during which Tow was

dual sourced. However, the outcome would have been ben-.fi-

cial for the Sparrow and MK-46 programs. tiore than PY72.S200

million in losses could hav4 been avoids,1.

It should be pointed out that the method made wrong dr-ci--

siocis in the cases of the Shill-4laqh and Sidewiudar programs

as well, but: these were the acua declsions and t6her-afore

do not cor.,titute an incremental loss.

In summary, we f ind the time-series concept (as imple-

mented) to be disappointingly unraliable as an implamenta-

tion tool even -though application of the zethod would have

saved a net of more than P!72$ 100 million on these s--ven

programs. Three of the seven "decisions" were wrong.

5.1.1.2 Improvemeuts Needed

We feel it would be necessary to maký: improvezents ina our

ability to forecast aerospace capacity uitilization before. it

coul4 actually be used as at decision variable. Howeve:, th-i

methods we applied were no mors than vacy tentative and ax-

ploratory. There are many ways of forecasting the movsmenzt

of econiomic indicators (see Nelson, 1973]. Surely f urthe~r

research effort could vastly improve this key step to -ýxp~-ý

riencing the savings which are achievabli.

The forecasting of capacity utA.ilizatioa is but one asp72c- of

the total im~lementation process. Tha parameters of --he

model must be quantif ie as vreil.

The analys~is in Chapter 4 showred that the capacity 'tii

zition modr-l "fits" the data for 4 h -avin programs be-czer

October 27, 1983 5hZ~
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than the fit achieved with the production rate model. This

means an analyst faced with the task of quantifying parame-

tars would be left with less statistical "noise" if that an-
alyst were fitting the capacity utilization model. This, in

turn, means it would be easier to make a highly confident

statement about the slope of the learning or price-reducticn

rate curve through the capacity utilization model than with

the rate model. The knowledge gained would be useful for

making correct comparisons of the performance of vying con-

tractors.

We should also point out that our model includes terms
which explicitly impound the effects of (a, moving to the

dual-source environment and (b) initiation of a winner-take-

all take-out. The parar.ateric evaluation process should it-
self be beneficial.

Once the model is built, the paramster values could be

altered to study the effects of, for example, trading off
the benefits of competition against tha increased learning

value of buying larger quantities fro. a sol source ohen

future conditions are uncertain. What-if drills of this na-

ture aid in ariticipating unusual outcom.s and other anoma-

lous events.

Some with whom we have discussud the results of oar work

have pointed out that the model could be improved by using

the capacity utilization measures for particualr firms rath-
er than for the industry. We totally agree, and would like

to explore this improvement, but the daza are not available.

In the meantime, we have a model that works, and we must

rely on the judgement of the aLalyst to alter the conclu-

sions depending cn the condition of the individual firms in-
volved in the competition. Along these lines, we must re-

mind the analyst that no model can aver substitute for

experienced, human judgement. For exampla, a Box-Jenkins

model could not foresee the 1971 downturn, but many human

analysts did. The results of anl quantitative model should

serve only as information for an experiL.enced, professional
analyst to uze in recommending a decision. For a major

"".) October 27, 1983 Chapter 5
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weapon system which costs hundreds of millions of dollars,

no analyst is going to rely on a single quantitative modsl

which emplcys only a few explanatory variables. A detailed

breakdown method of cost estimation is still the basic foun-
dation of cost estimation for major weapon systems. Our

model, however, may be viewed and used as a "scoping" device

to examine the most likely outcome under given market condi-

tions. This important consideration has to date been ig-

no red.

Also, ncne of this is intended to suggest that economic

considerations are paramount. As indicated earlier, there

are often other, very valid reasons for implementing dual

sourcing: such as mobilization base or the achievement of

social goals. our assumption is simply that we would like

to know what it costs to achieve these oth.r objectives.

In Chapter 3 we addressed the profitaoilit,-y of Gov-rnment

versus commercial business in response to those who have ex-

pressqd alarm that low profits threaten to convert the de-

fense business into a "market of last resort." The princi-

pal conclusion of our research is that Program Managers

should be able to take advantage of their knowledge of ca-
pacity utilization to increase the bargaining power they now

hold. The returns earned by contractors on DoD business are

already measurably lower than the raturns on commercial

business during periods of low capacity utilization. Also,

the volatility of returns is higher for DOD business, which

means the risks are viewed by management as being somewhat

higher.

It is undeniable that the DoD is a powerful buyer. The

amount of bargaining power held by program managers is par-

ticularly great in heavily defense-oriented industries such

as aerospace, where the Government usuilly accounts for bs-

tween 40% and 60% of total sal-s. We therefore suggest the

following:

October 27, 1983 Chap-.:r 5
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1. P.Ms should act responsibly. They should re-
sist the natural temptation to takcp 9verzealous
advantage of lulls in capacity utilization--to
drive "h rd bargains," and buy goods at verylow profit argins.

2. Ways should be found to improve Management's
viev of the risk/return re ltionship tor DoD
business. Perhaps a guarante- of some minimum
level of profit would be approprtate--or hinherallow~ed profit levels when capacity utiliza ion
is high.

5.4 ASSUlPTIONS FOLIOWUI

Throughout this analysis we have followed both explicitly
and implicitly certain assumptions it sight be well to re-
view. In brief, these are as follows.

5.11.1 _Assued DOD Objectives

The following has been assumed with respect to DoD behavior

and views.

5.4.1.1 Reasonable Rates of Return

The DoD understands the improtant role profits play (a) in

maintaining the efficiency and strength of private industry,
aad (b) in providing incentive for contractors to perform
services beneficial to the Government. In recognition of
the importance of profits, DoD seeks to sustain an environ-

ment in which an efficient contractor can earn a reasonable

rite of return while perfcrming services for the Government.
However, the DoD is responsible to the taxpayers. It

must therefore protect against buying practices which sight

be wasteful of Government resources. It seeks neither to
raward inefficiency nor to provide contractors with unneces-

sarily high rates of return.

5. 4. 1.2 Nobilization Base

In the event of a National eamrgency, tha acquisition re-

quirements cf DOD are likely to be considerably higher than
under peacetime conditions. Since DoD's rsponsibilities to

sifsguard the sscurity of the Nation to-Ili con-inue under

October 27, 1983 Chapter 5
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Any circumstances, it is desirable to ensure the continuity

of an industrial base sufficient to meat any reasonably

foreseeable emergency.

An acquisition practice which resulted In small program

cost savings without considering *the fiactor of mobilization

base sight rightfully be rejected as imprud-3nt. The econom-

ic consequences of proposed acquisition practicss are thirs-

fore incomplate (albeit important) indicators of iisirabi-li-

t y

5. 4.1.3 Economic Analysis is Essential

Although the avowed reason for having :compatitring suppliers

is to bring lown the cost to the governiment, compi-ýition may

be introduced for a wide vari.ety of raaszas othe-ýr than fi-4

nincial. At the legislative level, competing suppliers have

been awarded ccntracts on grounds of fairnass, even-handzed-

nass, eampcyment, etc. At the military departmant level,

mobilization base and improvement in tazhnical pzirformanca

are often cited as major reasons for dual sourcing. In our

view, fairness, employment and mobilizat-ion base are poll=-

issues which, by nature, do not render themselves to quanti-

tied analysis.

However, a fi~nancial cost-benefit iaalysis of the lual

sourcing decision remains a useful tool for d,4cision makera.

N Even if the result shows dual sourcing is uneconomical, thi

maqnitud3 of the cost serves aas useful iauut for tha d~c4-

sion maker in setting policies.

5.L4.1.L4 Advantage of Efficiency

an efficient group of contracto)rs is aolea :o (a) produce a

given requirement with lower consumption of taxpiyyer r;4-

sources and/or (b) producq a larger requiremer~t with i g4v-;n

level of resource consumption. Both thasie zhicteristics are

desirable from the perdspactive of ._al :):).

The mandate DoD h-as to protect aga-..s*t bqyinCg ?ractict-a

which might be wastiful c,. Goverrmir~t resourc:s is facili-

ttatd by the existance of a supplizir ;:-)u. which can n-

October 27,, 1963 5~at~
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.ize the resource consumption necessary to meet a given rs-
quireaent. DoD's responsibility to protect the Nation under

• any circr-stances is facilitated by contractors who are able
to produce large requirements with given levels of resourc-

es.

5.4.1.5 Discounted Constant Dollars
Due to changes in the purchasing power of the dollar, costs
should be adjusted to constant dollars when comparing acqui-
sition practices. Since funding for acguisitions is concur-
rent with expenditures which, in turn, are normally concur-

rsnt with the fulfillment of requirements, It is normally

necessary to dis(munt expenditures to present value when
evaluating proposed acquisition practicas.

DoD acquisitions present some of the characteristics of

executory contracts in that funding iad expenditures are
concurrent with the fulfillment of the requirement. DoD has
neither the authority nor the means to mike significant tem-
poral ddjustaents in its funding. Therefore, discounted

constant dollar program cost is the most relevant economic
measure of an acquisition practice.

5.4.1.6 Dual Sourcing is Only One Tool
Government has many possible means of :oatrolling the cost

of its acquisition activities. The iaplementation of dual
sourcing is oaly one of these. Its use may or may not be
necessary or desirable. depending on the circumstlnces.

Dual sourcinq is sometia,. the best tr3l for DoD to briag
-.1-114 to bear in attempting to reaut.0 tne acquit..on cost of a paz-

ticular requirement. However, implemantstion is neither a!-

ways necessary nor always economically tivantigeous for DoD.
Depending on the circumstances, other tools may be more ad-

"vintageous, more effective and/or more effici3nt in achiev-
.ing the desired effect.

October 27, 1983 Chaptr 5
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5.-4.2 Con=jgtg

We presume contractors qxhibit behavior patterns and adopt

A strategies which reflact the following.

5.4.2.1 Pricing Flexibility

Unless the procurement is to ba conductal in a one-shot con-

tract situation where the total quantity is to be awarded

all. at once, both the prime and the second iource -4xpect or-

ders for some minimum guantity for the durit:.cn :f the pro-

gram. Given this expectation, the suppliar has the flaxi-

bility of proposing a high initial prica and steep price

reduction curve or lover initiil price tand flat price reduc-

tion curve, depending in which strategy is iozie advantageous

to the firm.

5.4.2.2 To Vin or lot To Uin?

It is naive to assums that contractars always attempt to

ca-pturc- the larger share of an annual buy. Several studies

have shown production rate to be a major factor in datermin-

ing contract cost. But one cannot assumea that 4conomy of

scale always follows large. quantitiqs of pzoduction. If one
(3r both) contractor has limi1ted capacity, ::t nay' be more

advantageous to be the- losar in a dual-source9 prog:am.

5.4.2.3 Gaming is Possible

Ong must accept the tact that, in a Aual source-; coap:9tition,

th-:re -4s no price competition whatsoever a: i quarante-ed

laser's share level. Results of studias hava shavn that at
tais l1v.V'9 the offerld PriceS were loadel. 1.0 his lover

quant::"-y is more adwanug~eous to aither t~ta~: the re-

spzctive bid will be high. if it is 21:1 Al aatig~ous to

94th -- tvo-player 9.sxing sit-TAtion exists ir4 !h-- affect of

p.:tce competition di sppr.

5.4.2.4a incumbent Discourages Coupetitiou

Z01 seSource supplie: I!Ijoys i certain di;:*' ot redsin-

~:dctonaad prize -:~s. ~~.etuabeat
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his ths incentive to discourage the introduztion of competi-

tion. As discussed above, the J..weriag of prices of garly

l.ots is a feasible strategy.

5.'4.2.5 objective is Beturn on Yet Vocth

Although there have bean criticisms of the profit naximiza-

t-ion assumption, recent studies have shown that a nuaber of

* criteria are just different forms of prafit maximization on

a long term basis.

5.4.2.6 Cost Allocation Complicates Beaisurement

Although the cost Accounting Standard Board prescribed th?

way indirect costs are to be allocated, coasiderable f!le-xi-

bility remains in ths selection of cost pools, allocation

basis, and the classification of costs. The same set of

production costs in~curr~j by a contractor could result ia

intirely different amounts of cost being allocatad to the

same final cost object, depending on diffarsat, but pqrmit-

ted, vays of making the allocations.

5.5 qCLUSIONS

The research effort discussed here wis funded uan'2er ON4R

grant No. NOOO1483V3~3236, dated 28 Decimber 1982. Th-a

Sttateme nt of Work which specified the task to be acco3-

plished read as follows:

Mar et eviro-ments relevant to the sala soure e 1ss

I Vapon systems will be identified. rhs p--icinq behAv-

I 4cr of contractors operating ia th~ai ervIz--nments
Ivill be aaaly-rid, ind its potintial impact on progria

Icost will. be studiet. Sui table !ita Oran NIAAZ1s

I cc=Zract file will be used. if appzapcitq, "or imvi:-

ical 1iiat~ . The objeet we ý. to de-ivt t4 -0
*iu-lacqis.tot zt a tigy !oir th4 VI., zarka -n

Otbr27, IM~ chap-: 5
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"We iadeed have identified market anvironments relevant to

the sole source versus dual source decision for the procure.

ment of major weapon systems. Our most important finding is

that the state of capacity utilization in the aerospace in-

dustry is a highly relevant aspect of the anvironment.

The pricing behavior of contractors 3pariting under dif-

ferent degrees of "busyness" was analyzai, mnd its impact on

program cost was studied. The environaent's impact on con-

tractcr profitability was also studied.

Historical data from seven major weapon systems icquisi-

tions (shown in Appendix A) were used f3: ampirical verifi-

caion. The empirical analysis gave strong statistical

creditability to tha hypotheses tested.

The results of the study point the way for developmert

and implementation of superior acquisition strategies. The

strategies which should fcllow will be ipplicable to various

uiirket environments.

0Cber 27, 1983 Chapt.: i
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Appendix B

AEROSPACE CAPACITY UTILIZATION HISTORY

MO. cY48 cY49 cY50 CY51 cY52 cY53

JAN 39.1 40.2 32.1 46.2 70.0 91.2

FEB 38.6 41.2 32.1 48.2 71.6 91.2

lMAR 38.9 41.3 31.8 50.6 73.5 91.2

APR 39.4 40.2 31.9 52.6 74.2 91.0

MAY 38.8 39.7 33.8 53.5 77.7 90.9

JUN 39. 1 39.0 35.0 55.0 79.7 90.5

JUL 38.8 38.5 36.1 55.7 81.1 91.7

AUG 39.6 35.6 40.1 57.4 82.9 92.0

SEP 39.9 36.6 40.5 59.j 82.3 90.4

OCT 40.5 34.7 41.9 59.5 86.3 90.3

NOV 40.1 334.1 43.4 65.3 86.7 84.3

,,. DEC 40.4 32.9 44.6 67. 1 89.6 83.6

MO. CY54 CY55 CY56 CY57 CY58 CY59

SJAN 82.1 71.1 74.6 87.3 73.0 70.1

FEB 80.1 70.9 75.6 88.2 70.6 70.2

MAR 78.9 70.9 75.5 88.3 70.4 69.4

*--- APR 76.7 71.4 76.4 88.2 69.3 71.1

SAY 75.8 73.0 77.9 86.2 67.9 71.8

JUN 74.5 71.7 78. 1 87.0 68.0 72.1
,J'• 67.9 73.3

JUL 73.5 72.3 79.5 85.6

AUG 72.5 72.5 79.8 84.6 68.7 72.6

"SEP 72.2 72.9 79.1 82.2 69.3 69.2

OCT 71. 1 74.4 82.1 79.9 69.4 68.6

NOV 70.8 74.1 8a.6 76.0 70.6 68.6

"DEC 70.8 74.7 86.3 73.5 70.6 68.5

October 27, 1983 13
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MO. CY60 CY61 CY62 CY63 CY64 CY65
JAN 67.9 66.4 71.9 84.8 82.3 81.4
FEB 68.7 65.4 74.0 84.2 82.8 80.9
MAR 67.9 66.6 75.0 83.6 82.6 80.9

'- APR 67.9 67.0 75.1 82.7 82.9 81.4
MAY 69.5 67.5 76.1 80.5 83.3 83.3
JUJN 63.7 67. 0 77.0 82.4 82.0 82.9
JUL 66.3 67.1 78.6 83.0 80.6 83.4
AUG 66.3 67.8 79.5 83.5 80.4 83.9
SEP 66.0 70.2 79.3 83.9 80.3 84.8
OCT 66.8 70.5 79.7 83.5 80.3 36.5
NOV 66.0 72.2 79.8 82.1 81.4 87.4
D DEC 65.9 72.6 80.1 82.0 81.0 88.4

.O. CY66 CY67 CY68 CY69 CY70 CY71
JAN 91.6 92.6 89.1 83.5 76.0 64.8
FE. 90.2 91.4 90.4 82.7 74.6 63.5
HAR 90.6 92.3 89.0 84.1 73.8 62.5
ARP 90.0 93.2 86.3 83.5 73.0 61.7

- -IAY 90.9 92.2 87.7 83.6 69.8 63.4
JU N 90.1 92.0 88.7 82.1 69.3 63.4
JUL 92.7 90.3 88.1 82.6 69.3 63.1
AUG 94.2 90.7 86.6 32.3 68.2 63.4
S! SEP 92.0 90.2 85.8 82.7 67.5 63.8
"OCT 93.3 90.0 84.5 82.1 65.6 65.1
'4O3 93. 1 89.5 84.3 80.) 65.6 63.5
. C 93.1 90.4 83.7 78.1 65.0 63.6

1- 7

4': o -e . - *, 1. 8 
A--. !ix- ~ *
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NO. CY72 CY73 CY74 CY75 CY76 CY77

JAN 64.6 71.7 74.9 72.1 72.4 69.9

FEB 64.8 73.1 75.1 69.0 72.1 70.7

SAE 66.1 73.6 75.9 69.1 71.1 70.3

APR 67.0 72.8 74.5 68.0 69.1 71.0

IAY 67.1 73.5 76.5 71.7 69.5 71.7

JUN 67.5 73.9 77.5 73.1 b7.1 72.1

JUL 67.4 74.7 76.5 73.5 66.8 72.5

- AUG 66.3 75.0 77.4 73.9 67.4 72.4

SEP 67.5 75.0 77.0 73.1 67.1 73.3

OCT 68.7 75.3 75.1 70.9 69.0 69.9

NOV 70.6 76.4 75.2 71.0 69.2 70.1

DEC 71.5 76.3 73.4 71.9 69.2 72.7

SI0. CY78 CY79 CY80 CY81 CY82

JAN 73.6 85.8 90.9 84.2 71.3

FEB 72.8 87.2 91.1 82.2 73.1

•, B 76.4 87.4 90.7 81.6 71.5

APR 77.6 86.6 88.5 81.3 70.0

M -y 78.0 87.4 86.1 80.5 69.5

JUN 78.6 88.3 85.6 79.0 68.7

JUL 79.6 89.0 85.5 78.3 67.9

AUG 80.6 88.8 84.5 76.9 66.9

SEP 82.0 89.9 84.2 76.7 66.6

* 'OCT 83.3 92.0 8(4.5 75.7 67.1

NOV 84.7 92.1 85.0 74.9 67.0

DEC 85.5 91.9 85.0 74.6 67.0

Ocobha: 27, 19e3 3
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AEROSPACE CAPACITY UTILIZATION GRAPHS
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